State Health Assurance Society
Health & Family Welfare Department, Govt. of Odisha
Bhubaneswar- 751007, District- Khordha (Odisha)
Phone No.- 0674-2620500, Email ID-hr.recruitmentshas@gmail.com
Date: -27.09.2022
COMPLIANCE TO OBJECTIONS RAISED VIDE ADVT. NO. 08/2021 DATE19.10.2021, 02/2022 DATE-22.03.2022 & CORRIGENDUM NOTICE DATE22.03.2022
In response to Objection Invited vide Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021, 02/2022
dt.22.03.2022 & Corrigendum Notice dt-22.03.2022 of SHAS, Odisha, a detailed database
of compliance to objections raised by the applicants for the post of District Coordinator,
MIS Consultant, IT Executive, Accounts Executive, Executive (M & E), Executive
Quality & Executive Empanelment have been published in NHM website
www.nhmodisha.gov.in. The list is prepared after re-verification and necessary changes
have been made wherever applicable.
Sd/Chief Executive Officer
State Health Assurance Society, Odisha

Compliance to Objections for the post of Executive (M & E), SHAS
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Compliance to Objections

1 NRHM_EXM_67466 HRUSIKESH
JENA

REJECT

I have attested (self) all of my certificates in
support of age, qualification, experience
etc., so please reverify my certificates again
and select my application as shortlisted for
interview.

After reverification it is found that you have
not submitted self attested certificate along
with your application. Hence your application
is herby rejected

2 NRHM_EXM_63794 SMRUTIMAYEE
PANDA

Provisonally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose self atted copies of all
certificates and marksheet in support
of age,qualification, experience etc.
All certificate enclosed with your
application are not self
attested.Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose all certificates and marksheet
in support of age, qualification,
experience etc . No such marksheet
in support of 3 year degree course is
enclosed with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable
for rejection.

3 NRHM_EXM_62810 MONALISHA
SINGH

Provisonally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must
have 1-3 Years full time post
qualification experience. No such
valid experience certificate is
enclosed along with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable
for rejection.

After reverification your application
I HAVE ALREADY SUBMITTED GOVT
provisionally shortlisted
EXPERIENCE WHICH IS MORE THAN 9
YRS FROM THE DATE OF MY
APPOINTMENT i.e(01.09.2012).Which NOC
is issued on dt 26.09.2019.So kindly
consider my case & allow me to appear the
examination. If required again i send if u
provide me the link. or kindly provide me the
contact details where i can communicate
with u.please contact with me9090008922/7978034595

4 NRHM_EXM_62305 PRADEEP
KUMAR
MANASINGH

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection
on the ground of hardcopy of
application not received/not
superscribed name of the post /late
received/application received through
ordinary post

Hello Sir/Mam, Today I submitted my
hardcopy by speed post but by mistakely it
was sent another address that is"Odisha
State Health & Family Welfare Society,
Govt. of Odisha Deptt. of Health & Family
Welfare, Govt. of Odisha Annex Building of
SIH&FW, Nayapalli, Unit-8, Bhubaneswar751012, District-Khorda (Odisha)." Sir, is it
correct address or wrong address. if yes, I
want submit by mail today or tomorrow.
Thanks pradeep

I have submitted my self attested degree
After reverification your application
mark sheet. please consider my application. provisionally shortlisted
i can submit the same through gmail.

After re-verification it is found that hardcopy
of application not receieved within due date.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.
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5 NRHM_EXM_64153 P ANCHAL

Provisonally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Respected sir With reference to the
rejection remark it is to mention here that I
have submitted my experience from
25.8.2016 and attached certificate which
was issued on dated 22.9.2018.It indicates
that i have experience of 2yrs as on
22.9.2018.and for the post i have applied is
required 1to3yrs of experience.Hence once
again,I requested you to kindly check the
experience certificate attached in the
original attachment and establish the years
of experience. Regards P.Anchal

After reverification your application
provisionally shortlisted

6 NRHM_EXM_62613 GOPAL BISSOI

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection SIR I SEND ALL MY DOCUMENT
THROUGH POST
on the ground of hardcopy of
application not received/not
superscribed name of the post /late
received/application received through
ordinary post

After re-verification it is found that hardcopy
of application not receieved within due date.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.
After re-verification it is found that hardcopy
of application not receieved within due date.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

7 NRHM_EXM_62594 UMESH
REJECT
CHANDRA DASH

Your application is liable for rejection OK SIR I SENDALL MY DOCUMENT
THROGH POST
on the ground of hardcopy of
application not received/not
superscribed name of the post /late
received/application received through
ordinary post

8 NRHM_EXM_63905 KRISHNA RANI
BISWAL

Provisonally
Shortlisted

Your application is liable for rejection
on the ground of hardcopy of
application not received/not
superscribed name of the post /late
received/application received through
ordinary post

Respected Sir \ It is to mention here that the
experience I have is belongs to coding for
software application and monitoring and
evaluation is a part of every developer.
Further I have hands on experience in
submitting claims and providing training to
Empanelled hospitals under BSKY. I Have
been into Kyros Soft Tech limited more than
3 years and I have trained many outside
hospitals under BSKY,my application was
sent through courier and i have the docket
prove .I requested you to kindly consi

After re-verification it is found that you have
applied online application two times vide
application ID NRHM_EXM_64724 and
NRHM_EXM_63905. However you have
submitted hardcopy of one application vide
ID-NRHM_EXM_64724 and which is found
provisionally shortlisted.

9 NRHM_EXM_66166 SUVENDRA
KUMAR ROUT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose NOC from the employer who
are already working in Health
Department / Govt. sector either on
regular or on contractual basis. No
such document in support NOC is
enclosed with the application.
Therefore, your application is liable
for rejection.

My department has been issued NO
Objection Certificate after the submission of
my document.Now i have NO objection
Certificate.

After reverification it is found that no such
document in support NOC is enclosed with
the application. Therefore, your application
your application is herby rejected
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10 NRHM_EXM_62305 PRADEEP
KUMAR
MANASINGH

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection
on the ground of hardcopy of
application not received/not
superscribed name of the post /late
received/application received through
ordinary post

Hello Sir/Mam, Due to my family medical
cases I didnt sent my hard copy. So, I will
sent within the date Before(30.06.2022)
Thanks pradeep Manasingh

After re-verification it is found that hardcopy
of application not receieved within due date.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

11 NRHM_EXM_64231 DEBI PRASAD
BISWAL

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

I have submitted my experience certificate
on both online and enclosed copy with hard
copy. I am working at PECUC organisation
with full time as a honorary communication
team member from 04/feb/2015. And now
also continue. I have above 7 years full time
post qualification experience in relevant
field. I am also completed my phd on social
work. so plz give me a chance and take
short listed . as per your instruction of
advertisement i am fulfil all the criteria.
verification time i will submit.

12 NRHM_EXM_64231 DEBI PRASAD
BISWAL

REJECT

I have submitted my experience certificate
on both online and hard copy. I am working
at PECUC organisation with full time as a
honorary communication team member
from 04/feb/2015. I have above 7years full
time post qualification experience in
relevant field.

13 NRHM_EXM_66836 GYANA
PRAKASH DASH

Provisonally
Shortlisted

14 NRHM_EXM_63753 MADHUSMITA
PANI

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After reverification it is found that you have
submitted an experience certificate as a
Honorary Communication which can not be
considered as relevant experience for
executive M&E. Hence your application is
herby rejected.

Sir/Madam, I have submitted all the
documents . So how can I prove that I have
not submitted the document. Kindly check
and inform again. Regards, Gyana Prakash
Dash

After reverification your application
provisionally shortlisted

As I have completed Post graduation
(MCA)full time and I have submitted the
certificate as well.Then why my application
get rejected.

After reverification it is found that you have
submitted an experience certificate as a
teacher which can not be considered as
relevant experience for executive M&E.
Hence your application is herby rejected.
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15 NRHM_EXM_63015 SUNIL KUMAR
BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose all certificates and marksheet
in support of age, qualification,
experience etc . No such
certificate/marksheet in support of +2
is not enclosed with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable
for rejection.

I have completed ITI (Intermediate
vocational Course) in IT & ESM in the year
2007-09. Again, I pursued Graduation from
EIILM University Sikkim in the year 2009-12.
I have pursued graduation from a university
after due verification of certificates and other
testimonials. Further, I completed MCA from
Vidya Bharati Institue Of Managenent &
Technology Bangalore in the year 2016-18.
Again, it is to mention here that I have been
shortlisted by your esteemed organization in
the previous recruitment

16 NRHM_EXM_63015 SUNIL KUMAR
BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose all certificates and marksheet
in support of age, qualification,
experience etc . No such
certificate/marksheet in support of +2
is not enclosed with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable
for rejection.

The application rejected mentioning not
submitted the intermediate certificate and
mark sheet may kindly be revisited. I have
attached my bachelorâ€™s preparatory
programmer for bachelorâ€™s degree
certificate and mark sheet to establish my
eligibility for the advertised post. Hence, I
requested you to kindly consider my
application and allow me to participate in
the next level of the interview for which kind
I shall ever be grateful and obliged.

17 NRHM_EXM_63015 SUNIL KUMAR
BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose all certificates and marksheet
in support of age, qualification,
experience etc . No such
certificate/marksheet in support of +2
is not enclosed with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable
for rejection.

Below Mention the Previous Admit Card
Details. 1- Application IDNRHM_HRE_55751 POST FOR-HR
EXECUTIVE-SHAS 2- Application IDNRHM_DEF_55750 POST FOR-DYEXE
OFFICER-FOSS 3- Application IDNRHM_PAE_55747 POST FOR-PRE AUTH
AND CLAIMS EXECUTIVE

Compliance to Objections

After reverification it is found that you have
not submitted +2 certificate & marksheet As
per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. Therefore, your
application is your application is herby
rejected.

Compliance to Objections for the post of Accounts Executive, SHAS
Sl No Application ID
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Compliance to Objections

1 NRHM_ACX_64535 ANKITA MOHANTY

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

My application was received on 6th April 2022
through Inland Speed post & also Maintioned
the name of the post applied . All details
mentioned there. Kindly recheck the
application.

After re-verification it is found that you
have sent wrong application in the
envelop, superscribed for Accounts
Executive. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

2 NRHM_ACX_64656 MADHUSMITA BHOI

Provisionally
Shortlisted

Respected Sir/Madam, My Experience is 8
Years 4 Months but Experience is showing
that only 2 Years 1 Months. I have already
send my all Experience certificate along with
the application. Please kindly Recheck.
Thanks & Regards Miss.Madhusmita Bhoi

Your Experience is showing properly. Your
application is already Provisionally
Shortlisted

3 NRHM_ACX_64205 SIDHANTA SAHOO

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age,qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, I apologize for my mistake for non
submission of Tally certificate, but I have
submitted my Tally mark sheet and PGDCA
certificate an institute of JICE Computer
Education, but I have Physical Tally
Certificate. Please give me a chance to
Provide my tally Certificate in the Post applied
SHAS-Accounts Executive.

Afer reverification it is found that you have
not submitted tally certificate.Further,as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

4 NRHM_ACX_66085 RAKESH KUMAR JENA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age,qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Tally is included in the document which i have
sent to you. The certificate is issued by the
Institute of chartered accountants of India.
The certificate name is information technology
training course.

After re-verification it is found that you
have submitted the certificate of ICSI and
subjects in it does not includes tally or
Accounting Packageas per instructions
laid down in the advertisement no
02/2022. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

5 NRHM_ACX_66679 BIRANCHI NAYAK

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application. Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir/Madam, I have already
enclosed Tally supporting Certificate in my
application form. This is for your kind
information and necessary action at your end.

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no 02/2022. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.
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6 NRHM_ACX_65180 GOURANGA CHARAN
SAHOO

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification,experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application. Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

R Sirs/Madams, As per your notice my
After re-verification your application is
application for the post of Accounts Executive- provisionally shortlisted
SHAS is liable for rejection due to no
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
application. For your kind attention I've
attached all documents as mentioned in
application form. It is further intimate to you
that I've enclosed my Computer Certificate
passed from ICWAI in which it is mentioned
I've complete Accounting Packages which
means Tally. Further I'm sending my Tally
certificate from ICA to HR

7 NRHM_ACX_63888 PURNAMASHI SAHOO

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

SIR,I HAD APPLIED FOR THE POST OF
SHAS-ACCOUNTS EXECUTIVE ON DT- 2803-2022 ONLINE AND SENT THE HARD
COPY OF THE APPLICATION ON DATE
04/04/2022 TO THE â€œCHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, STATE HEALTH ASSURANCE
SOCIETY, A1 BLOCK, 2ND FLOOR,
TOSHALI BHAWAN, SATYA NAGAR UNIT-9,
BHUBANESWAR- 751007, SUPER SCRIBED
CLEARLY NAME OF THE POST APPLIED
FOR. BUT MY APPLICATION WAS
REJECTED. MY SPEED POST
CONSIGNMENT NUMBER WAS
EO630679835IN & IT WAS DELIVERED ON
DATE 05/4/22, SO PLS VERIFY IT. I CAN
PRODUCE ITS PROO

After reverification the hardcopy of
application is found. But from the scrutiny
of application, it is found that tally
certificate is not enclosed with your
application as per instructions laid down in
the advertisement no 02/2022. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected.

8 NRHM_ACX_65950 KYAROLIN DIXIT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age,qualification, experience etc . No such
Certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application.Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Honourably,I want to draw your kind attention
to express my views regarding Advance
PGDCA course with inclussion of tally. In the
given A.P.G.D.C.A marksheet both accounting
with Tally course in the semister-VIII were as
the subject. Therefore i request you please be
through my documents properly and
reconsider me for the concerned post.

After re-verification it is found that
APGDCA marksheet submitted by you is
not visible properly. Further, the
experience certificate of Senior associateGIS in Tech Mahindra is not relevant
experience as per instructions laid down
in the advertisement no 02/2022.
Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

9 NRHM_ACX_65305 RAMGOPAL PUROHIT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qqualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application. Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, By mistakely submitted Computer
certificate which does not hold Tally, kindly
accept my revised computer certificate which
hold tally certification vide certificate
registration no- 10-NMS-PG-409 threw speed
post to your end.

Afer reverification it is found that you have
not submitted tally certificate. Further,as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.
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10 NRHM_ACX_66370 PREMAKALA BOITY

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

Can I Resend these documents.

After re-verification it is found that
hardcopy of application not receieved as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022 no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

11 NRHM_ACX_67240 AMBIKA PRASAD DASH

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification& experience . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

I have attached computer certificate issued by After reverfication your application is
ICWAI the course module covers accounting Provisionally Shortlisted
packages which includes Tally course. I am
working with Tally on day to day basis. The
certificate attached may be considered. If
required I can produce my Tally course
certificate separately.Hence may candidature
may be considered.

12 NRHM_ACX_66617 SUMITRA MUDULI

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

Dear Sir/Madam Iâ€™m writing this letter to
accept my mistake for late send hard copy
and to apologize for the sent because my
father met an accident before a few days in
the accident he was hospitalised and wait for
operation & then we brought to home. After
few days again his health condition saviour
deteriorated. So I send the hard copy late. As
Iâ€™m very much interested to a part of
NHM. Therefore, I request you to kindly
consider my application and obliged.

After re-verification it is also found that
your application is not superscribed with
the post name applying for. Therefore, as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022 your
application is hereby rejected.

13 NRHM_ACX_66619 JYOTI RANJAN
BALIARSINGH

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

I HAVE ATTCHED TALLY CERTIFICATE
ALONGWITH ALL CERTIFICATES AND
SUBMITTED TO YOU. TALLY CERTIFICATE
MAY BE MISPLACED BY YOUR OFFICE.
AGAIN MY EXPERIANCE WAS MORE THAN
15YEARS AND YOU MENTIONED THAT 1.4.
THEREFORE KINDLY ALLOW ME TO RESUBMIT THE TALLY CERTIFICATE TO
YOUR OFFICE. I PRAY TO YOU FOR TALLY
CERTICIFATE YOU ARE NOT REJECTED
TO ME.

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate
Further,as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.
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14 NRHM_ACX_63201 RUPAM KUMAR ROY

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age,qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate/marksheet in support of Tally &
self attested experience certificate are
enclosed with your application.Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

1. Certificate in support of Tally was not
mentioned in the Enclosures on the
Application form. 2. Regarding self attested of
the Experience certificate not done, I will
submit an undertaking to prove the
authenticity of the certificate. Therefore , I
kindly request you not to reject my Application
Form.

As per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022under Clause
no VII, the candidate has to submit self
attested copies of all
marksheets/certificates in support of age ,
qualification etc. After reverification it is
found that you have not enclosed tally
certificate & experience certificate
enclosed is not self attested. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected

15 NRHM_ACX_63519 RAJAT KUMAR BARIK

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

As per your intimation of user id & Password
for login of applicant, I got but not a correct
password it. So i was harassed in that time to
print out the document. Where is, I couldn't
sent the hard copy to NHM odisha. Now I got
massage through mail, my application has
rejected due to not submitted of hard copy.
Please give me suggestion . If it had known
against sending wrong password to candidate,
you may convey for use as per your directions
but how you can reject my application? I want
jus

After re-verification it is found that
hardcopy of application not receieved as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

16 NRHM_ACX_66529 BHAGYASHREE
PRIYADARSHINI MISHRA

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have 2-3
Years full time post qualification experience.
No such valid experience certificate is
enclosed along with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

While submitting my supportive documents
After reverification your application is
offline, i have submitted the NOC- CUMProvisionally Shortlisted
EXPERIENCE Certificate of mine which was
issued by ADU-PHO,BBSR there is a mistake
in my NOC-CUM-EXPERIENCE Certificate
that , i have joined the NUHM on 19.05.2017
but in that certificate it was wrongly typed as
19.05.2027. Kindly read it as 19.05.2017. I will
submit a fresh NOC-CUM- Experience
certificate at the time of verification. Thank
You

17 NRHM_ACX_64042 MANASA KUMAR DALAI

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

Dear Sir, i have hard copy already submitted
on 07.04.2022 by speed post only. so kindly
verify and give me time for find same reason.
Thanking you

After re-verification it is found that your
application is not superscribed with the
post name applying for. Therefore, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 your application is hereby
rejected.
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18 NRHM_ACX_63622 PAYAL AGRAWAL

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience, etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application . Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Tally certificate was not mentioned anywhere
in the advertisement and also not in the
enclosure documents due to which i did not
attach the same. So please consider my
candidature for this post.

As per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022under Clause
no VII, the candidate has to submit self
attested copies of all
marksheets/certificates in support of age ,
qualification etc. After reverification it is
found that you have not enclosed tally
certificate Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected

19 NRHM_ACX_66751 RAMYA RANJAN PANDA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is
enclosed with your application.Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

RESPECTED SIR, AS PER
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE POST, I
MENTIONED THE NORMAL EDUCATIONAL
QUALIFICATION FOR THE POST AND NOT
THE TALLY DEGREE. SO, I DID NOT
ATTACH THE COPY OF TALLY
CERTFICATE WITH THE ONLINE FORM
AND DID NOT SENT THE HARD COPY OF
MY TALLY CERTFICATE THROUGH POST.
BUT, I WANT TO MENTION THAT I HAVE
DONE TALLY ERP 9 COURSE FROM
UNITECH; THE CERTIFICATE OF WHICH IS
AVAILABLE WITH ME AND CAN PRESENT
WHENEVER REQUIRED. HENCE, I
REQUEST YOU TO KINDLY ACCEPT MY
APPLICATION FOR THE PO

As per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022 under Clause
no VII, the candidate has to submit self
attested copies of all
marksheets/certificates in support of age ,
qualification etc. After reverification it is
found that you have not enclosed tally
certificate Further, no fresh/new
documents shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected

20 NRHM_ACX_65926 RONAM NAYAK

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
The experience certificate had already been
advertisement , the candidate must have 2-3 attached earlier with my application.
Years full time post qualification experience.
No such valid experience certificate is
enclosed along with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

After reverification it is found that The
experience certificate submitted as Article
Clerk in Palms & Associates cannot be
considered as relevant experience, the
experience certificate of accounts
executive in Allied Traders is only 2
months 24 days. Further, the experience
certificate as an Account assitant in
Ashwini hospital is not valid one as there is
neither any ending period nor any issue
date in the certificate, therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

21 NRHM_ACX_65368 SANKAR MAHARANA

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

After re-verification it is found that
hardcopy of application not receieved as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected.

Why am i Rejected
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REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application. Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

I am not enclosed Tally Certificates because
not mention in Enclosure List. But Now I am
sent my Tally Certificate kindly consider my
Objection.

As per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022 under Clause
no VII, the candidate has to submit self
attested copies of all
marksheets/certificates in support of age ,
qualification etc. After reverification it is
found that you have not enclosed tally
certificate Further, no fresh/new
documents shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected

23 NRHM_ACX_64064 SARADA PRASANNA SAHOO REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

As per the advertisement notification I have
applied online within the prescribed date &
submitted all the supporting documents
including application form. The documents
were put inside an envelope & superscribed
the post applied for and was couriered. The
consignment track details shows that the item
was delivered on 12-04-2022 only. If given a
chance, I can produce all evidences in support
of my application. Thus requesting you to
kindly taken necessary steps in re-verifying
my application

After re-verification it is found that your
application is not superscribed with the
post name applying for. Therefore, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 your application is hereby
rejected.

24 NRHM_ACX_64755 SIDHANTA SENAPATI

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

APPLICATION NOT SEND BY POST SIR

After re-verification it is found that
hardcopy of application not receieved as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

25 NRHM_ACX_63209 BISHNU CHARAN
MOHARANA

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

I am sending the hard copy of appliction again After re-verification it is found that
hardcopy of application not receieved
within due date. Further,as per instructions
laid down in the advertisement no
02/2022. no fresh/ new document shall be
accepted after due date. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

22 NRHM_ACX_67580 ABHINANDAN SWAIN
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26 NRHM_ACX_66227 SHANTANU BISHOI

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir, I provided my computer
After reverification your application is
certificate from the institution ITCT
Provisionally Shortlisted
COMPUTER EDUCATION having the course
Advance Diploma in Commuter Application
Programming. In this course accounting
package is included which consists of TALLY
ERP 9.0. I am well equipped with TALLY ERP
9.0 and I can perform my best in operating
TALLY ERP 9.0 efficiently. So kindly
considered my application.

27 NRHM_ACX_65780 SATYA PRASAD RATH

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

If it is possible, then i send the documents by
post today itself. Please have a chance to
appear. Thanks Satya Prasad

After re-verification it is found that
hardcopy of application not receieved
within due date. Further,as per instructions
laid down in the advertisement no
02/2022. no fresh/ new document shall be
accepted after due date. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

28 NRHM_ACX_65593 ANIL KUMAR MOHAPATRA

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

Dear sir/mdm I Anil Kumar Mohapatra (
NRHM_ACX_65593 SHAS-Accounts
Executive )beg to state that my application
had been reached to ur said adress on 11th
April 2022 itself which is by due date. And i
have superscribed the post for which I applied
on the front cover and send it by registered
post tracking no - ( RO029719734IN ). So
consider my objection kindly so that i will be
grateful to u.

After re-verification it is found that your
application is not superscribed with the
post name applying for. Therefore, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 your application is hereby
rejected.

29 NRHM_ACX_65790 AVINANDAN PATTANAIK

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir, For your kind information I
have enclosed my all required documents
regarding Age, Qualification & experience.
That my experience is near about 11 years
from the year 2010 to till now. In my PGDCA
course Tally 9.0 included & it is mentioned at
end of the module. Kindly consider my case.

After reverificatiion your application is
Provisionally Shortlisted

30 NRHM_ACX_63939 BIJAN BALIYARSINGH

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have 2-3
Years full time post qualification experience.
No such valid experience certificate is
enclosed along with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

AS GOVT SERVICE I AM UNABLE TO
COLLECT MY EXPERIENCE CERTIFICATE
IN TIME.IF PERMISSION IS AVAILABLE
THEN I COLLECT MY CERTIFICATE LATER
ON. THANK U

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted experience certificate,
submitted engagement order cannot be
considered as experience certificate.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022 No fresh/new
documents shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.
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31 NRHM_ACX_64958 DIBYAKANTA BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
agequalification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application. Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

I HAVE SUBMITTED ALL THE
CERTIFICATES AND MARK SHEET IN
SUPPORT OF QUALIFICATION,
EXPERIENCE AND NO WHERE
MENTIONED ABOUT TALLY CERTIFICATE.
SO WHERE IT CAN BE UPLOADED AND I
HAVE CERTIFICATE FROM PGDCA SO
TALLY COURSE ALREADY ALREADY
ENCLOSED HEREWITH.

As per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022 under Clause
no VII, the candidate has to submit self
attested copies of all
marksheets/certificates in support of age ,
qualification etc. After reverification it is
found that you have not enclosed tally
certificate . Further, no fresh/new
documents shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected

32 NRHM_ACX_62422 KRUPADITYA BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application.Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Sir as per advertisement certificates & Mark
After re-verification it is found that you
sheets of age, qualification and experience
have not submitted tally certificate.
only so I am not enclosed the computer
Further, as per instructions laid down in
certificate, hence i have completed computer the advertisement no 02/2022 no fresh/
course like DCA,PGDCA & Tally (Tally Reg No- new document shall be accepted after the
52487 under Rastriya Jankalyan Information due date. Therefore, your application is
Technology, Delhi, kindly consider sir my
hereby rejected.
application , and i will produce it

33 NRHM_ACX_65360 SRIRAM PANDA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application. Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

I Mr Sriram Panda, Appl.
no.Â NRHM_FOS_65360, assured that while
applying online for the post of Accounts
Executive there is no optionÂ to submit details
of Tally Course as well as not listed in the
encloser list, thats why i am not attaching,
Now in the objection list remarks for
submission, so attested copy of Tally
Certificate now sending in mail as well as in
Hard copy in the mentionedÂ adress, So now
self attested copy of Tally Certificate
submitting for kind consideration.

As per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022 under Clause
no VII, the candidate has to submit self
attested copies of all
marksheets/certificates in support of age ,
qualification etc. After reverification it is
found that you have not enclosed tally
certificate . Further, no fresh/new
documents shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected
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34 NRHM_ACX_65117 SANJAY KUMAR BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age,qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application.Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

I have achieved my Tally qualification
certificate from "APTECH computer
education" with certificate seriel no.17090 in
the year 2013 that I became unable to attach
with application form mis-fortunately. I can
submit it at any point of time as per the
instructions of the C.E.O. My humble request
is to shortlist me for next stage of selection
process. Thank you sir.

Afer reverification it is found that you have
not submitted tally certificate as per
instructions laid down in of advertisement
no 02/2022. Further the certificate of
Aptech is for Accounts Pro and not for
tally. As, no fresh/ new document shall be
accepted after due date, therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

35 NRHM_ACX_66014 JUGAL KISHORE JENA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application.Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

DEAR SIR, I HAD ENCLOSED ALL
CERTIFICATES AND MARK SHEETS WITH
TALLY CERTIFICATE. PLEASE CHECK . IF
YOU WANT I WILL SEND SOFT COPY,
PLEASE SEND E-MAIL ID

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate.
Further, as per instructions laid down in
the advertisement no 02/2022 no
new/fresh document shall be accepted
after due date. Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.

36 NRHM_ACX_67875 BIKASH KUMAR SAHOO

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have 2-3
Years full time post qualification experience.
No such valid experience certificate is
enclosed along with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Dear sir/Madam, I'm completed 3 year of
articleship under the respective firm.In this
period i work tax Gst audit account work &
also doing statutory audit in different work
station. This is equivalent to my work
experience (12/10/2017-20/10/2020).The
details of work period will be provide along
with the document. Hope you consider my
acceptance. Thank you

After reverification it is found that you have
not submitted any work experience
certificate . Article Assistant is not a valid
experience as per our requirement.
Therefore, as per instructions laid down in
the advertisement no. 02/2022 your
application is hereby rejected.

37 NRHM_ACX_63859 SAURAV SANKAR SAHOO

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Sir/Madam I have done my tally in included
course of PGDCA and also having certificate
from NCVT IT accounting module which was
actually consisted of tally ERP 9 course, and
also I am having more than 6 years of working
experience in tally ERP 9. I request I should
be given the chance again to submit the
NCVT certificate, please, if I have not
enclosed the same with the forwarded
application, which I exactly could not
remember now whether submitted the same or
not.

After reverification it is found that you have
submitted PGDCA certificate . This course
doesn’t imply inclusion of tally in it and you
have not submiited tally certificate.
Further, as per instructions laid down in
the advertisement no 02/2022 no
new/fresh document shall be accepted
after due date. Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.
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38 NRHM_ACX_64282 PRABHU PRASAD
MOHAPATRA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application. Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

No Sir,the document has been submitted.A
document from APTECH Computer Education
vide Certificate no-36519, Course nameVIDYA & ACCOUNTING PRO is a ceritified
tally certification attached in the documents
sent to SHAS.Pls recheck the documents....

After reverification it is found that you have
not submitted any Tally Certificate. The
document of VIDYA & ACCOUNTING
PRO course submitted by you is not
considered for Tally. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

39 NRHM_ACX_64650 DURGA MADHAB SAHOO

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
I have mailed my Tally certificate to below mail
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose id. hr.recruitmentshas@gmail.com
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is not enclosed
with your application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate. Furter,
as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022 no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after the due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

40 NRHM_ACX_64650 DURGA MADHAB SAHOO

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is not enclosed
with your application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate.
Further. as per instructions laid down in
the advertisement no 02/2022 no fresh/
new document shall be accepted after the
due date. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

41 NRHM_ACX_62291 SUVRAJEET SAHOO

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
Dear Sir I have already enclosed the requisite
advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 experience certificate with application form.
Years of full time post qualification
Please again verify the application form.
experience in relevant field. The document
related to post qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.

My application is:- NRHM_ACX_64650 I have
applied for the post : SHAS-Accounts
Executive. In my earlier application, I have not
submitted my Tally Certificate, which I am
submitting herewith for kind consideration. I
have gained 6 years 6 months of total
experience and also mentioned and attached
in the submitted application. There is only 1
years 3 months of experience mentioned in
the Database. My work experience of the
current organization is not added so it will be
considered also.

After reverification it is found that you have
submitted experience certificate where the
designation has been mentioned only as
assistant which is not a clear implication
of relevant work experience. Therefore, as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022 your
application is hereby rejected.
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42 NRHM_ACX_63293 SUSHIL KUMAR DUTTA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates in support of age, qualification,
experience etc . No such
certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is
enclosed with your application. Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

With Due Respected Sir/Madam, I am
Wrongly Attached the Tally Certificate with the
Hard Copy of Application Form, so I am very
sorry for that mistake and kindly give a chance
for next procedure.

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate
Further, as per instructions laid down in
the advertisement no. 02/2022 no
fresh/new documents shall be accepted
after due date. Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected

43 NRHM_ACX_65605 P DHANURJAYA

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

Dear sir/mdm I P DHANURJAYA (
NRHM_ACX_65605 SHAS-Accounts
Executive ) beg to state that my application
had been reached to ur said address on 8th
april 2022 itself which is by due date. And i
have superscribed the post for which I applied
on the front cover and send it by registered
post. I am also attached registered post
tracking no - RO034380183IN details . So
consider my objection kindly so that i will be
grateful to u.

44 NRHM_ACX_65605 P DHANURJAYA

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

Dear sir/mdm I P DHANURJAYA (
NRHM_ACX_65605 SHAS-Accounts
Executive ) beg to state that my application
had been reached to ur said address on 8th
april 2022 itself which is by due date. And i
have superscribed the post for which I applied
on the front cover and send it by registered
post. I am also attached registered post
tracking no - RO034380183IN details . So
consider my objection kindly so that i will be
grateful to u.

45 NRHM_ACX_64857 ASWINI KUMAR DASH

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

As I see my application is received before the
due date in the India Post portal.And the
name of the post also superscribed by me for
sure.And the application is gone through
Inland Speed Post. Therefore I request to
recheck all the details again. I have the
consignment details.

After re-verification it is found that your
application is not superscribed with the
post name applying for. Therefore, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 your application is hereby
rejected.

After re-verification it is found that your
application is not superscribed with the
post name applying for. Therefore, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 your application is hereby
rejected.
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46 NRHM_ACX_64589 JAGANNATH SAHU

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience, NOC etc. No
such certificate in support of NOC is
enclosed with your application . Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

Sir, I had enclosed NOC with my application
After re-verification your application is
form along with other supportive documents in provisionally shortlisted.
the envelope. The Certificate in support of
NOC is headed as "District Office
,Angul"(Social Welfare Section ) Order no 640
dated 29-03-2022 and it is specific for the
posts for which I have applied . so I am
requesting you to refer my NOC and consider
my Application for which I will remain ever
grateful to you . Regards Jagannath Sahu .

47 NRHM_ACX_67135 RAJA LAXMI PANDEY

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience along with ID
Proof etc. ID proof not enclosed with your
application. Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.

Sir- With due respect I beg to state that i had
already submitted all documents . but as per
remarks id proff was missing. In that case i
request you to consider my application as i
submit alrady all documents and i assured you
that i will submit the id proof at the time of
exam. MY AADHAR NO- 740063791053

48 NRHM_ACX_63189 RASHMITA ROUT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
Please sir give me a chance to send tally
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose documents.
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

49 NRHM_ACX_63189 RASHMITA ROUT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
If i have not attach the document then i will
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose send all the doucuments through emails.
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

50 NRHM_ACX_63189 RASHMITA ROUT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
I have already attached all documents as per
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose the advertisement.
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc . No such
certificate in support of Tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

51 NRHM_ACX_65139 SUDHANSHU SEKHAR
SWAIN

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
May I submit the Tally certificate now?
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

After reverification it is found that you have
not submitted ID proof . Further, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 No fresh/new documents
shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore your application is hereby
rejected.

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate.
Further, as per instructions laid down in
the advertisement no 02/2022 no
fresh/new documents shall be accepted
after due date. Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.

Afer reverification it is found that you have
not submitted tally certificate. Further, as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.
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REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

I MENTION MY POST AS ACCOUNTS
EXCUTIVE IN APPLICATION FORM & SEND
ALL THE RELEVANT DOCUMENT IN HARD
COPY BY SPPED POST ON DTD.
07.04.2022.

53 NRHM_ACX_62515 SUNIL KUMAR MOHAPATRA REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Respected Madam/Sir, I Sri Sunil Kumar
Mohapatra have been applied for the post of
Accounts Executive(Sl.No.385) against the
Adv No. 02/2022 Dt.22.03.2022 of SHAS,
Odisha and sent the printed application with
all relevant documents with self-attestation. In
the application also the Tally.ERP 09
certificate has also been attached. It is also
noted that, in online objection statement there
is no scope for further upload. Hence, I would
request you for kind consideration of my case.

After re-verification it is found that your
application is not superscribed with the
post name applying for. Therefore, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 your application is hereby
rejected.
After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no 02/2022. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

54 NRHM_ACX_63720 ARUPA KUMAR DAS

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification,experience etc . No such
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with
your application .Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

At the time of submission of documents, the
website or internet was so slow that hard to
upload every documents that was required for
this post, too much time was taking for upload
of documents, so I would request you to
consider me and I'll submit my Hard copy at
the time of verification of documents or any
other options for upload of tally certificate ,
please specify. Kindly consider my application.

52 NRHM_ACX_65501 SAROJ KUMAR SAHOO

55 NRHM_ACX_63720 ARUPA KUMAR DAS

REJECT

REJECT

After re-verification it is found that you
have not submitted tally certificate Further,
as per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no 02/2022 no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due
As per instructions laid down in the
At the time of submission of documents, the
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose website or internet was so slow that hard to
rejected.
all certificates and marksheet in support of
upload every documents that was required for
age, qualification,experience etc . No such
this post, too much time was taking for upload
certificate in support of tally is enclosed with of documents, so I would request you to
your application .Therefore, your application consider me and I'll submit my Hard copy at
is liable for rejection.
the time of verification of documents or any
other options for upload of tally certificate ,
please specify. Kindly consider my application.
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56 NRHM_ACX_65612 BHAGYADHAR PRADHAN

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

Sir,The application has delivered to CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER,STATE HEALTH
MISSION ,SAHEED NAGAR PIN-751007
before due date i.e 11/04/2022 18:23:43 by
speed post no-EO625493872IN.All the
supporting documents have been attached in
the envelope.Therefore you are requested to
check and verify the application mentioned
above and sympathetically consideration
which i shall obliged. yours faithfully
Bhagyadhar pradhan

After re-verification it is found that your
application is not superscribed with the
post name applying for. Therefore, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 your application is hereby
rejected.

57 NRHM_ACX_64693 AKSHAYA KUMAR BAL

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post

58 NRHM_ACX_63867 RAKESH MOHARANA

REJECT

59 NRHM_ACX_64258 SAGAR KUMAR NAYAK

REJECT

My self Akshaya Kumar Bal. According to this
notification i had applied for accounts
executive but in the online registration form
there was a server problem to add experience
and my experience details did not add in
application form. Then i applied for Assistant
district coordinator not for Accounts
Executive.So I request you to take action
regarding this.
As per instructions laid down in the
Sir i am already continuing working in a CA
advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 firm, please give me some time to provide my
Years of full time post qualification
5 years CA firm experience certificate.
experience in relevant field. The document
related to post qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.

After re-verification it is found that
hardcopy of application not receieved as
per instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected.

After re-verification it is found that you
have only 1 Year 7 Months 14 days
experience in relvant field . Further, as per
instructions laid down in the advertisement
no. 02/2022 no fresh/new documents shall
be accepted after due date. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected.
After reverification it is found that hard
copy of your application received at SHAS
office. However, you have not submitted
tally certificate.Further,as per instructions
laid down in the advertisement no
02/2022. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

Sl No

Compliance to Objections for the post of District Coordinator, SHAS vide Adv No-08/2021 Dt-19.10.2021
Remark
Objection
As per instructions laid down in the
I will be submitted the conversion certificate before written
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose test.kindly allow me to appear the exam.
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Application ID Name
1 NRHM_DSH_61 SIPRA DAS
451

Status
REJECT

2 NRHM_DSH_61 LOKANATH
502
CHHATRIA

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

3 NRHM_DSH_61 CHANDAN KUMAR
076
BEHURIA

REJECT

Not Superscribed name of the post applied
for. Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

4 NRHM_DSH_61 CHANDAN KUMAR
076
BEHURIA

REJECT

Not Superscribed name of the post applied
for. Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

I am select the wrong post. actually i want to applied the post of IT
EXECUTIVE. I am apologize for my mistake. Dear sir kindly
rechecking my application for the post of IT Executive it is my
humble request sir.

5 NRHM_DSH_60 ANIL KUMAR
624
PRADHAN

Provisionally Shortlisted

Not Superscribed name of the post applied
for. Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Dear Sir, I am Anil Kumar Pradhan and I have applied for the post
of District Coordinator on Dated 21.10.2021 and my application no
is NRHM_DSH_60624. I have sent my Documents on Dated
25.10.2021, I have super scribed the post name on the envelope
with both addresses.But I am rejected in provisional list for the
reason of Not Super scribed name of the post applied . So please
consider me sir I want to Shortlisted my Name and a better result
give for me. Thanking You.

After reverification it is found that
the application is superscribed the name of the post
applied for. Therefore, your application for the post of
District Coordinator is provisionally shortlisted.

6 NRHM_DSH_61 ANSUMAN PRUSTY
600

Provisionally Shortlisted

In Experience column, weightage isn't added. Kindly consider my
work experience weightage.

After reverification it is found that you have submitted
experience certificate for 1 year 7 months 7 days.
Therefore, your applciation is not eligible for
additional 10% of marks for experience

7 NRHM_DSH_60 MIHIR KUMAR JENA
699

REJECT

Sir I have applied for the district coordinator post which was
superscribed in the application form and as well as on the envelope
also. I have my application form with me in which it is clearly written
that I have applied for district coordinator post. So my application
can't be rejected on this basis.

After reverification it is found that the application is
not superscribed the name of the post applied for as
per the information & instruction laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (vii). Therefore, your application is heereby
rejected

As I have already submitted the post qualification experience
certificate of 2 years along with my application and the same may
kindly be reverified. Hence my case may be for kind consideration
of addition of 10% of experience.

After reverification it is found that you have
submiitted
post qualification experience ceritificate for 2 years 7
days as per the information & as per instruction laid
down in the Advertisement No.08/2021
dt.19.10.2021. your application is eligible for
additional 10% marks for experience.

8 NRHM_DSH_60 JASHOBANTA KUMAR
780
OJHA

Not Superscribed name of the post applied
for. Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Dear Sir, I had sending you the hard copy of my application in the
advertisement address, but the speed post status is Item Returned.
no such person in the address. So, please verify the attachment
one number of postal speed post acknowledge and suggest me as
soon as possible.
POST APPLIED FOR- DISTRICT COORDINATOR-SHAS

Provisionally Shortlisted
9 NRHM_DSH_60 JASHOBANTA KUMAR
780
OJHA

As I have already submitted the post qualification experience
certificate of 2 years alongwith my application and the same may
kindly be reverified. Hence my case may be for kind consideration
of addition of 10% of experience.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have not
submiited CGPA Conversiton Certificate. Further,
as per the information and instructions laid down in
the Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 no
fresh/ new document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore , your application for the post of
District Coordinator is hereby rejected.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of
appplication not received at SHAS office as per the
information & instruction laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 .
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected
After reverification it is found that the application is
not superscribed the name of the post applied for as
per the information & instruction laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (vii) . Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected

10 NRHM_DSH_61 GURU PRASAD NATH REJECT
339

11 NRHM_DSH_61 BISWAJIT KUMAR
528
LENKA

12 NRHM_DSH_61 SIVANANDA PRASAD
477
SAHOO

Hard copy of application not received

Provisionally Shortlisted

Provisionally Shortlisted

13 NRHM_DSH_61 SIVANANDA PRASAD
477
SAHOO

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

14 NRHM_DSH_60 NIRANJAN PARIDA
750

Provisionally Shortlisted

15 NRHM_DSH_61 SUJIT KUMAR
213
PRADHAN

Provisionally Shortlisted

Hard copy of application not received

DUE TO TECHNICAL ISSUES I AM UNABLE TO SUBMIT HARD
COPIES, I AM REQUESTING YOU PLEASE GIVE ME A
CHANCE.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of
appplication not received as per the information &
instruction laid down in the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 . Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected

Respected sir, thank you for the opportunity.But i have not received
the extra 10% marks for my experience which i clearly have as per
the advertisement. Kindly allow me the extra 10% marks which will
provide me an equal chance to compete in this recruitment
process.

After reverification it is found that submitted
experience certificate is not a valid as there is no
ending period and issuing date in the said
certificate.Therefore, your applciation is not eligible
for additional 10% of marks for experience

As per conversation I have already submitted hard copy of a CGPA
conversion certificate at the the time of courier. So kindly request
you properly check it again .Thank you. I am waiting for your
positive quick response.

As per conversation I have already submitted hard copy of a CGPA
conversion certificate at the the time of courier. So kindly request
you properly check it again .Thank you. I am waiting for your
positive quick response.

After reverification it is found that you have applied
again for the post of District Coordinator vide
Corrigendum Notice dt-22.03.2022 and found
provisionally shortlisted.

Dear Sir I am Niranjan Parida apply for District Coordinator
Application Number-NRHM_DSH_60750 and Password-JL5EI and
provisionally select for next round but my Experience not count
Kindly allow or give me suggestion how to add Experience in my
application

After reverification it is found that you are not having
2 years of full-time post qualification experience after
completion of MCA in the year-2020 . Therefore, your
applciation is not eligible for additional 10% of marks
for experience

Item delivery confirmed showing on the India post website. But in
verification status showing hard copy of application not received. I
have send two different hard copy of applications with documents to
the mentioned address (same date and time). One application
received but another application not received how ? My both Speed
post Tracking no- EO560107507IN & EO560107515IN. Please
verify once again and accept my objection for District Coordinator
shortlist.

After reverification it is found that you have applied
again for the post of District Coordinator vide
Corrigendum Notice dt-22.03.2022 and found
provisionally shortlisted.

16 NRHM_DSH_61 CHINMAYA KUMAR
418
ROUT

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

Hi Sir/Madam , I have submitted all the required documents through
Speed post. Below are the tracing details: E0640742577IN
IVR:6979640742577 I have also verified physically in Saheed nagar
office ,they tolod me that documents have delivered sucessfully in
SHAS office.Please consider my case and allow for further process.

After revirification it is found that you have
appllied online for the post of District Coordinator
twice vide onlince Application ID-NRHM_DSH_61291
& NRHM_DSH_61418. Further, you have submiited
one hard copy of the application which is not
Superscribed name of the post applied for as per the
information & instruction laid down the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (vii) Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected

17 NRHM_DSH_61 CHINMAYA KUMAR
418
ROUT

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

If required I can submit all the documents again in office(SHAS
office BBSR) by myself. Please let me know if you have any
concerns. Thanks&Regards, Chinmaya Kumar Rout Mob7750839049

18 NRHM_DSH_61 CHINMAYA KUMAR
418
ROUT

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

If required I can submit all the documents again in office(SHAS
office BBSR) by myself. Please let me know if you have any
concerns. Thanks&Regards, Chinmaya Kumar Rout Mob7750839049

19 NRHM_DSH_60 SAKTISWORUPA
231
DASH

Provisionally Shortlisted

Not Superscribed name of the post applied
for. Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Respected Ma'am/Sir,As i applied for the post District CoordinatorSHAS that time i follow NRHM official "How to Apply" PDF.In That
PDF it was not mentioned to add superscribe name of the post
applied for in application form.In the printout of Application form
name of the post is mentioned in personal details 1st row.I request
you to kindly reconsider my application form.Therefore i grateful to
you.

After reverification it is found that you have applied
again for the post of Disrict Coordinator vide
Corrigendum Notice dt-22.03.2022 and found
provisionally shortlisted.

20 NRHM_DSH_60 SANJAYA KUMAR
280
PATEL

REJECT

As per the eligibilty criterial laid down in the
advertisement maximum Upper age limit is
45 years as on 01.01.2021. Age as per the
application is 45 Years 8 Months 12 Days.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

As per Age Relaxation, the following guidelines has been approved
by OSH&FW, Odisha:- Age Relaxation and Additional Weightage of
Marks for the applicants who are employees of the OSH&FW
Society:- (a) To avail the benefit of age relaxation and weightage,
employees concerned should have completed at least three terms
of contractual services (11 months each) under the OSH&FW
Society. (b) The remarks recorded in PAR of the employee
concerned must be â€œOutstandingâ€or â€œVery Goodâ€for the
precedi

After re-verification it is found that your age exceeds
45 years as per the eligibilty criterial laid down in the
Advtertisment No.08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 the
maximu age lime for the post is 45 years. Further, in
the said advertisement there is not mentioned for
specific age relaxation. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected for the post of District Coordinator

21 NRHM_DSH_61 SANJAYA KUMAR
129
PRUSTY

Provisionally Shortlisted

Hard copy of application not received

I have applied for both the posts i.e. IT Executive & District
Coordinator online and submitted the hard copy vide Indian post
Article no. EO536628153IN & EO536628290IN and the delivery is
successful on 28 Oct 2021 at 1452 Hrs. With best of my conscious
mind, I have Superscribed the name of the post applied for on the
Envelope by pasting a computer printed paper with address, kindly
recheck my both Envelope and do needful.

After reverification it is found that SHAS office has
received the hard copy of application within due date.
Therefore, your application for the post of District
Coordinator is provisionally shortlisted.

22 NRHM_DSH_61 SOUBHAGYA RANJAN REJECT
203
SWAIN

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Information
Technology/ Computer Science /Computer
Application. Eligibility documents submitted
with the application do not match with
required qualification for the post. Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

Sir, Information Technology is considered as an equivalent branch
of Electronics & Telecommunication engineering. The scrutiny team
can ensure the fact by referring to the OJEE information brochure
(please refer Page.22, Appendix-II, Table-8 of OJEE-2021
information brochure). Universally, IT is considered as an
equivalent branch to ECE/ETC (Electronics & Telecommunication
Engg), not just in Odisha. For your confirmation I have sent you the
docs in hr.recruitmentshas@gmail.com on dtd. 24/12/21 (

As per insutrction laid down in the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 B.Tech(Electronics &
Telecommunication Engineering) can not considered
as a eligibility qualification for the post of District
Coordinator.Therefore, your application is herby
rejected

23 NRHM_DSH_60 KANHU CHARAN
258
SATAPATHY

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

Sir kindly requested allow my application

24 NRHM_DSH_61 SWAGATIKA BISWAL
383

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

25 NRHM_DSH_61 RANJAN KUMAR
052
SETHY

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

26 NRHM_DSH_61 SUSAMA MANJARI
191
ROUT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
COMPUTER 'O' LEVEL
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Information
Technology/ Computer Science /Computer
Application. Eligibility documents submitted
with the application do not match with
required qualification for the post. Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

As per insutrction laid down in the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 Computer 'O' Level can
not be considered as a eligibility qualification for the
post of District Coordinator.Therefore, your
application is herby rejected

27 NRHM_DSH_61 PRITI SMITA PODH
462

REJECT

Not Superscribed name of the post applied
for. Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Sir/madam, i had applied for district coordinator post but by
mistakenly forgot to mention the post name on application form. So,
i request you to please consider my application for which i shall be
highly obliged to you.

After reverification it is found that the application is
not superscribed the name of the post applied for as
per the information & instruction laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (vii). Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

28 NRHM_DSH_61 SANJIB KUMAR
267
SAHOO

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

I was not aware of the hardcopy submission in the advertisement.
Kindly allow me to show all my valid documents in an interview. I
hope to get shortlisted for the upcoming interview. Thank You.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of
appplication not received as per the information &
instruction laid down in the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 . Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of
appplication not received as per the information &
instruction laid down in the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected
Sir according to Tracking of the consignment status my application After re-verification it is found that your application is
was received within date and timeline. please consider my
recivied by SHAS office within due date. However,
application.
Self-attested copies of educational qualification
certificates & mark sheets not enclsoed with your
application & and also not submitted CGPA
Conversiton Certificate. As per the information &
instruction laid down in the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under clause (vii & viii).
Therefore, your application for the post of District
Coordinator is hereby rejected
Respected Sir/Madam, I am rejected because i haven't submitted
CGPA conversion certificate.When i have applied for the post there
have mentioned 9 enclosure(self attested copies) no where
mentioned CGPA conversion in support of certificate thats why i
havent send it. you can see the details of 9 enclosure of documents
mentioned in the bottom of the application form. No mention about
CGPA conversion in the form so i haven't attached it. please
consider my application for the post.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submiited CGPA Conversiton Certificate as per the
information and instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (viii) . Therefore , your application for the post
of District Coordinator is hereby rejected.

29 NRHM_DSH_61 KUNDATIRI
084
JAYAKRISHNA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Sir I enclosed all certificats ... But in that it was not particularly
mentioned online application that conversion certificate was
mandatory.Please allow me a chance that I would submit
conversion certificate at any stage of this recruitment drive ..

30 NRHM_DSH_61 KUNDATIRI
084
JAYAKRISHNA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
I WILL SUBMIT CONVERSION CERTIFICATE AT TIME OF
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose VERIFICATION
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

31 NRHM_DSH_61 KUNDATIRI
084
JAYAKRISHNA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

32 NRHM_DSH_61 J P PLABAN KUMAR
287

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
Sir,in the year 2014 BPUT University didn't provide any CGPA
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose conversation certificate. Thats why I did attached any CGPA
all certificates and marksheet in support of
Conversation Certificate.
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

33 NRHM_DSH_61 SUDIPTA DASH
597

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

34 NRHM_DSH_61 SUNIL KUMAR LAL
149

REJECT

After reverification it is found that you have not
submiited CGPA Conversiton Certificate as per the
information and instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (viii) . Therefore , your application for the post
of District Coordinator is hereby rejected.

Sir I enclosed all certificats ... But in that it was not particularly
mentioned online application that conversion certificate was
mandatory.Please allow me a chance that I would submit
conversion certificate at any stage of this recruitment drive ..

had sent by post to the given address

After reverification it is found that you have not
submiited CGPA Conversiton Certificate as per the
information and instructionslaid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (viii) . Therefore , your application for the post
of District Coordinator is hereby rejected.

After reverification it is found that
Hard copy of appplication not received as per the
information & instruction laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected
As per instructions laid down in the
Dear Sir,I had applied the post of District Coordinator as per your
After reverification it is found that you have not
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose office advertisement.i have submitted all total require documents for submiited CGPA Conversiton Certificate. Further, as
all certificates and marksheet in support of
this post,but unfortunately I had not submitted CGPA Conversion
per the information and instructions laid down in the
age, qualification & experience. No such
Certificate along with require documents afer scrutiny of your office. Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 no fresh/
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is ThatSir I have already send the hardcopy(CGPA Conversion
new document shall be accepted after due date.
enclosed along with your application .
Certificate)to your office address. Therefore,I pray you to be kind
Therefore , your application for the post of District
Therefore, your application is liable for
enough to consider my application symphathically and add my
Coordinator is hereby rejected.
rejection.
CGPA Conversion Certificate to my docume

35 NRHM_DSH_61 AYUSHI DASH
239

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
IF SHORTLISTED I WILL PROVIDE THE CGPA CONVERTOR
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose OR IF ALLOWED I CAN SEND IT NOW ALSO IN SPEED POST
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification & experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is
enclosed along with your application .
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submiited CGPA Conversiton Certificate. Further,
as per the information and instructions laid down in
the Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 no
fresh/ new document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore , your application for the post of
District Coordinator is hereby rejected.

36 NRHM_DSH_60 GANGASAGAR
298
BEMAL

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

NO SEND TO HARD COPY. MY MIND INFORM NO SEND TO...

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of
appplication not received as per the information &
instruction laid down in the the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected

37 NRHM_DSH_61 SANTOSH DIGAL
097

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

I do hereby declare that the above particulars are true and correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief. Your's Obediently Santosh
Digal

38 NRHM_DSH_61 SANTOSH DIGAL
097

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

BSE Odisha - Total-600, Secured-275 CHSE Art- Total -600,
Secured-227 BDegree(Eco)-Total-1400,Secured-685 Accounting
Tally ERP.(GST) Total-500 Secured- 425 PGDCA Total -600,
Secured-370 Experience Details 1. Two Year's experince from
computer application with Odia &english DTP 2. One year working
from the CHC tikabali as Data entry Operator(DEO) 3.Six month
English Short hand from subha commercial Institute Phulbani 4.My
own Experience from accounting Tally ERP. 9

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of
appplication not received as per the information &
instruction laid down in the Advertisement
No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021. Therefore, your
application for the post of Distrcit Coordinator is
hereby rejected

39 NRHM_DSH_60 PRABINA KUMAR
230
BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
signed online system generated application
form along with self-attested copies of all
certificates and mark sheets in support of
age, qualification & experience . Self-attested
copies of educational qualification certificates
& mark sheets not enclsoed with your
application . Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection

Hello Sir ,As per instructions in the advertisement, I had posted all
the supportive documents ( all certificates and mark sheets in
support of age, qualification & experience) had been speed posted
on 27/10//2021 with reference E05749082IN. Please allow me to
participate in further selection process and I can produce all
supportive documents at that time Thank you

After reverification it is found that Self-attested copies
of educational qualification certificates mark sheets
and experience certificates ars not enclsoed with
your application as per the information & instruction
laid down in the Advertisement No.08/2021
dt.19.10.2021 under clause (vii). Therefore, your
application for the post of District Coordinator is
hereby rejected

40 NRHM_DSH_61 SAMBIT MOHANTY
535

Provisionally Shortlisted

Database of shortlisted candidates for the post of District
Coordinator does not hold proper in my case while calculating
marks secured in the Graduation Exam. As per the Academic
Certificate obtained,I have secured 1st Class Honours i.e.567 out of
900 marks in honours which is exactly 63%. Anybody secures more
than 60% in honours papers is to be treated as 1st Class Honours
as a rule of University.For your better clarification,I will furnish the
photocopy of my Graduation mark sheet(backside).

As per scrutiny policy we are calculating the
percentage on the basis of total marks secured in the
concerned examination and after reverification it is
found tha you have secured total marks 1155 out of
2000 i.e 57.75 in B.SC(IT)

41 NRHM_DSH_61 GOURANG CHARAN
246
DAS

Provisionally Shortlisted

Dear Sir, As per your advertisement No-08/2021 on dated19/10/2021 I have applied for the post of District coordinator online
and offline mode.In this advertisement clearly mentioned
preference for 2 years Full time experience.some candidate those
have experience got 10 marks extra for that I saw in shortlisted
list.But I have full time 3years experiences I didn't get 10marks .Due
to my health problem I unable to objection on date.I request you
look in this matter and add10marks for my exp

42 NRHM_DSH_61 GOURANG CHARAN
246
DAS

Dear Sir, As per your advertisement No-08/2021 on dated19/10/2021 I have applied for the post of District coordinator online
and offline mode.In this advertisement clearly mentioned
preference for 2 years Full time experience.some candidate those After reverification it is found that you have submitted
post qualificatiion experience certificate for 9 months
have experience got 10 marks extra for that I saw in shortlisted
22days. Therefore, your applciation is not eligible for
list.But I have full time 3years experiences I didn't get 10marks .Due
additional 10% of marks for experience
to my health problem I unable to objection on date.I request you
look in this matter and add10marks for my exp

43 NRHM_DSH_61 GOURANG CHARAN
246
DAS

Dear Sir, As per your advertisement No-08/2021 on dated19/10/2021 I have applied for the post of District coordinator online
and offline mode.In this advertisement clearly mentioned
preference for 2 years Full time experience.some candidate those
have experience got 10 marks extra for that I saw in shortlisted
list.But I have full time 3years experiences I didn't get 10marks .Due
to my health problem I unable to objection on date.I request you
look in this matter and add10marks for my exp

44 NRHM_DSH_61 MANAS RANJAN
017
ROUT

Provisionally Shortlisted

Respected Sir/Madam, I am Short Listed (Sl No. 38 ) in previous list
which advertise no is : 08/2021 dt. 19.10.2021 but in this current
data base my name is not available. Therefore You may please
have a look in this current data base.

45 NRHM_DSH_60 JYOTI RANJAN SAMAL Provisionally Shortlisted
250

DEAR SIR MY EXPERIENCE 8.1YRS SO WHY EXPERIENCE
MARK HAS NOT ADDED

46 NRHM_DSH_61 PREMASANKAR
247
SAHOO

ADD MY EXPERIENCE MARK.SIR I HAVE MORE THAN 2YEARS
EXPERIENCES.
Provisionally Shortlisted

47 NRHM_DSH_61
247
48 NRHM_DSH_61
195

PREMASANKAR
SAHOO
BISHNU PRASAD
SWAIN

49 NRHM_DSH_60 AMULYARATNA
447
SWAIN

Your application is alrady Provisonally shortlisted

After reverification it is found that submitted
experience certificate is not a valid as there is no
ending period and issuing date in the said
certificate.Therefore, your applciation is not eligible
for additional 10% of marks for experience
After reverification it is found that you have not
submmited post qualifciation experince
certifcate.Therefore, your applciation is not eligible
for additional 10% of marks for experience

ADD MY EXPERIENCE MARK
Provisionally Shortlisted

Hard copy of application not received

ALREADY SEND THROUGH SPEED POST AND I GOT A
MESSAGE OF SUCCESSFULLY DELIVERED BEFORE LAST
DATE.KINDLY CHECK AGAIN

After reverification it is found that SHAS office has
received the hard copy of application within due date.
Therefore, your application for the post of District
Coordinator is provisionally shortlisted.

REJECT

Not Superscribed name of the post applied
for. Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

I am also apply for the District Coordinator-SHAS Please see it and After reverification it is found that the application is
keep necessary action.
not superscribed the name of the post applied for as
per the information & instruction laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (vii). Therefore, your application is heereby
rejected

50 NRHM_DSH_60 UTTAM KUMAR
187
PANIGRAHI

REJECT

Hard copy of application not received

SIR PLEASE ACCEPT MY ONLINE APPLICATION ,I WAS SEND After reverification it is found that Hard copy of
BY POSTAL ALSO PLEASE CONSIDER MY APPLICATION . MAY appplication not received at SHAS office as per the
I SEND AGAIN IF U ORDER ME SIR .
information & instruction laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 .
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected

Compliance to objections for the post of District Coordinator, SHAS vide Corrigendum Notice-22.03.2022
SL NO Application ID
1 NRHM_DCR_63
377
2 NRHM_DCR_63
706

Name
BAILOCHANA
BEHERA
SATYABRATA DASH

Status
Provisionally Shortlisted

Remark

Objection
No objection

Compliance to Objections
Provisionally shortlisted

Provisionally Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
signed online system generated application
form along with self-attested copies of all
certificates and mark sheets in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. BCA
certificate & mark sheet enclsoed with your
application are not self attested . Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection

Sir, I have submitted my BCA certificates. Please excuse, If by
mistake, I was not signed on submitted copies. Already I am
sending the copies through postal. Please shortlisted me & allow
me for interview.

After reverification it is found that
you have submitted MCA certificate & marksheet
which are self attested. Therefore, your application is
hereby provisonally shortlisted.

3 NRHM_DCR_62 PRAKASH NAIK
480

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

Respected Sir/Madam, I would like to bring your kind attention that,
as on 31.03.2022 I have applied for 4 vacancy as per the eligibility
norms and all documents are properly super scribed with name of
post and sent by Speed post on 01.04.2022 and was delivered on
06.04.2022. I humbly request you to kindly recheck the application
letter and review the decision. Thanking You Regards Prakash Naik
9975154816 NOTE:Speedpost Tracking EO564849164IN
EO564849045IN EO564849270IN EO56484

After reverification it is found that
hardcopy of application received after due date i.e
06.04.2022. Furhter as per the instructions laid down
in the Corrigendum Notice dtd.22.03.2022 last date
of recived hard copy of application is 05.04.2022.
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

4 NRHM_DCR_63 RATIKANTA JENA
373

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
a certificate for conversion as applicable to
percentage of mark in case the mark
obtained are in the form of CGPA,OGPA,
DGPA, GPA, CPI etc. No such certificate in
support of CGPA Conversion is enclosed
with your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

APPLICATION NO-NRHM_DCR_63373.SORRY SIR.I HAVE
FORGOTTEN TO ADD THE CGPA Conversion document. secured
percentage of mark is 59%.in b tech level.i have attached a copy of
conversion of CGPA and mail to u .idhr.recruitmentshas@gmail.com.from ratikantajena53@gmail.com.i
am sending u all the carriears details and please find the
attachment. Take necessery action as possible.

After reverification it is found that
you have not submitted CGPA conversion certificate.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the Notice dt.
18.06.2022 no fresh/ new document shall be
accepted after due date. Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.

5 NRHM_DCR_62 AKRAM KHAN
965

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Informatiion
Technology/Computer Science/Computer
Application As per the submitted document,
your qualification is Master Programme in
Computer Application, which is not matching
with required qualification for the post.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Respected Sir With reference rejection cause as mentioned in the
webportal it is to clarified here that, the document in support of the
MCA attached for the post is as per the documents issued by the
University. Further the MCA acronym summarily stands as Master
in Computer Application, Master of Computer

As per the eligibility criteria laid down under
Advtertisement No-08/2021 dtd-19.10.2021 required
educational qualification Bachelor Degree in
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. But your quallification
is BA with MPCA. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

6 NRHM_DCR_62 AKRAM KHAN
965

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Informatiion
Technology/Computer Science/Computer
Application As per the submitted document,
your qualification is Master Programme in
Computer Application, which is not matching
with required qualification for the post.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Application and Master Programming Computer Application and it
is different from University to University. However, the syllabus in all
of the above certificates is same. Hence it is requested you to
kindly go through the attached certificate and allowed me to go to
the next round of the list for which kind I shall be obliged.

7 NRHM_DCR_62 SUNIL KUMAR
923
BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Informatiion
Technology/Computer Science/Computer
Application. As per the submitted document,
your qualification is Master Programme in
Computer Application., which is not matching
with required qualification for the post further,
+2 certicate & marksheet are not enclosed
along with the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir With reference rejection it is to clarified here that, the
document in support of the MCA attached for the post is as per the
documents issued by the University. Further the MCA acronym
summarily stands as Master in Computer Application, Master of
Computer Application and Master Programming Computer
Application and it is different from University to University. However,
the syllabus in all of the above certificates is same.

8 NRHM_DCR_62 SUNIL KUMAR
923
BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Informatiion
Technology/Computer Science/Computer
Application. As per the submitted document,
your qualification is Master Programme in
Computer Application., which is not matching
with required qualification for the post further,
+2 certicate & marksheet are not enclosed
along with the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

I have completed ITI (Intermediate vocational Course) in IT & ESM
in the year 2007-09. Again, I pursued Graduation from EIILM
University Sikkim in the year 2009-12. I have pursued graduation
from a university after due verification of certificates and other
testimonials. Further, I completed MCA from Vidya Bharati Institue
Of Managenent & Technology Bangalore in the year 2016-18.
Again, it is to mention here that I have been shortlisted by your
esteemed organization in the previous recruitment

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Informatiion
Technology/Computer Science/Computer
Application. As per the submitted document,
your qualification is Master Programme in
Computer Application., which is not matching
with required qualification for the post further,
+2 certicate & marksheet are not enclosed
along with the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

The application rejected mentioning not submitted the intermediate
certificate and mark sheet may kindly be revisited. I have attached
my bachelorâ€™s preparatory programmer for bachelorâ€™s
degree certificate and mark sheet to establish my eligibility for the
advertised post. Hence, I requested you to kindly consider my
application and allow me to participate in the next level of the
interview for which kind I shall ever be grateful and obliged.

9 NRHM_DCR_62 SUNIL KUMAR
923
BEHERA

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid down under
Advtertisement No-08/2021 dtd-19.10.2021 required
educational qualification Bachelor Degree in
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. But your quallification
is BA with MPCA. Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down under
Advtertisement No-08/2021 dtd-19.10.2021 required
educational qualification Bachelor Degree in
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. But your quallification
is BA with MPCA. Further after reverification it is
found that you have not submitted +2 certificate &
marksheet. As per the instructions laid down in the
aforementioned advertisement under Clause (vii).
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

10 NRHM_DCR_62 SUNIL KUMAR
923
BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must have
qualification Bachelor Degree in Informatiion
Technology/Computer Science/Computer
Application. As per the submitted document,
your qualification is Master Programme in
Computer Application., which is not matching
with required qualification for the post further,
+2 certicate & marksheet are not enclosed
along with the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Below Mention the Previous Admit Card Details. 1- Application IDNRHM_HRE_55751 POST FOR-HR EXECUTIVE-SHAS 2Application ID- NRHM_DEF_55750 POST FOR-DYEXE OFFICER- As per the eligibility criteria laid down under
Advtertisement No-08/2021 dtd-19.10.2021 required
FOSS 3- Application ID- NRHM_PAE_55747 POST FOR-PRE
educational qualification Bachelor Degree in
AUTH AND CLAIMS EXECUTIVE
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. But your quallification
is BA with MPCA. Further after reverification it is
found that you have not submitted +2 certificate &
marksheet As per the instructions laid down in the
aforementioned advertisement under Clause (vII).
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected for the
post of District Coordinator.

11 NRHM_DCR_63 KHITISH KUMAR DAS REJECT
780

As per instructions laid down in the
I have already submitted and please re-verify it
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose
a certificate for conversion as applicable to
percentage of mark in case the mark
obtained are in the form of CGPA,OGPA,
DGPA, GPA, CPI etc. No such certificate in
support of CGPA Conversion is enclosed
with your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After reverification it is found that
you have not submitted CGPA Conversion certificate
Therefore, your applicaion is hereby rejected

12 NRHM_DCR_63 BIKASH KUMAR
709
PATRA

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the SIR PLEASE ACCEPT MY APPLICATION 9090001691 SIR
ground of hardcopy of application not
PLEASE
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

After reverification it is found that
hardcopy of application received after due date i.e
16.04.2022 and also application is not superscribed
with the post name applying for. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

13 NRHM_DCR_63 SRIKANTA MISHRA
868

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

As per the postal tracking system I am viewing that the application After re-verification it is found that your application is
hardcopy has been submitted in time.I have superscribed the post not superscribed with the post name applying for.
name also and finally the last rejection reason is invalid as i have
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.
posted my hardcopy application through speedpost and not by
ordinary.hence my application is not liable for rejection for which i
kindly pray near you to re-examine my application and allow me to
appear the selection process of SHAS-District Coordinator.thanking
you Srikanta Mishra

14 NRHM_DCR_63 PRIYABRATA
104
PATTANAIK

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

As per the Postal tracking system I am viewing that the application After re-verification it is found that your application is
hardcopy has been submitted in time. I have superscribed the Post not superscribed with the post name applying for.
name also and finally the last Rejection reason is invalid as I have Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.
posted my hardcopy application through Speed Post and not by
ordinary. Hence my application is not liable for rejection for which I
kindly pray near you to re examine my application and allow me to
appear the selection process of SHAS- District Coordinator.
Thanking you, Priyabrata Pattanaik

15 NRHM_DCR_62 DIBYASINGH MALLIK
331

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

I have send all hardcopy documents before the last date of received After re-verification it is found that hardcopy of
application.How can not get the application i am confused so i
application not receieved. Therefore, your application
request you to please shortlisted me and i have send all documents is hereby rejected.
once again.Kindly consider my request.

16 NRHM_DCR_64 KRUSHNA CHANDRA REJECT
152
SAHU

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

Sir, I'm not aware of submitting the hard copy of the documents.
Because there is nothing mentioned to submit it at anywhere.
Otherwise I would submit my documents. Please grant my request
and give me an another chance to submit the hard copies. I don't
have objection, it's a request to you from me.

17 NRHM_DCR_64 KRUSHNA CHANDRA REJECT
152
SAHU

Your application is liable for rejection on the No objection, Only request. ??
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

18 NRHM_DCR_64 KRUSHNA CHANDRA REJECT
152
SAHU

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

19 NRHM_DCR_64 SHOVANA SAHU
071

Provisonally Shortlisted

20 NRHM_DCR_62 SIDHANTA KUMAR
875
SAHU

REJECT

Sir, I'm not aware of submitting the hard copy of the documents.
Because there is nothing mentioned to submit it at anywhere.
Otherwise I would submit my documents. Please grant my request
and give me an another chance to submit the hard copies. I don't
have objection, it's a request to you from me.

After re-verification it is found that hardcopy of
application not receieved. As per terms conditions
laid down in the Corrigendum Notice under Sl No-2
closing dateof submission offline applciation i.e
05.04.2022 . Furhter as per terms and conditions laid
down in the advertisement no 08/2021 dt.19.10.2021
under clause (vii) the candidate has to submit
System generated application duly signed by the
candidate along with self-attested copies of all
certificates and mark sheets in support of age,
qualification, experience etc. Therefore your
application is hereby rejected

According to my post qualification experience which I have given
with my application, my experience is 2 years, 4 months & 3 days
After reverification it is found that you have
till the applying date i.e. 29/03/2022. But it has been mention in the completed MCA in the year 2018 and submitted post
result Dtd.18/06/2022 as 1 year, 4 months & 13 days. Please verify qualification experience certificate for 1 yr 4 month 15
it.
days. As per the information & instruction laid down
in the Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 the
candidate must have 2 years of full-time post
qualification experience. Therefore, your applciation
is not eligible for additional 10% of marks for
experience
Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

Respective Sir/ Madam This is Sidhanta kumar sahu, apply for the
post ( SHAS- DISTRICT COORDINATOR ) via online. I did not
found "mentioned" any type of hardcopy submission on the initial
application from. So, i am unable to submitted hardcopy via post or
online But it true and fact i have all original document that i produce
at the time of verification as per online declaration from which has
been digitally signed my me. Thank you

After re-verification it is found that hardcopy of
application not receieved. As per terms conditions
laid down in the Corrigendum Notice under Sl No-2
closing dateof submission offline applciation i.e
05.04.2022 . Furhter as per terms and conditions laid
down in the advertisement no 08/2021 dt.19.10.2021
under clause no. VII the candidate has to submit
System generated application duly signed by the
candidate along with self-attested copies of all
certificates and mark sheets in support of age,
qualification, experience etc. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected

21 NRHM_DCR_63 PRAKASH KUMAR
597
PATI

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

Respected Madam/Sir, I am to intimate you that i had sent all my
documents hardcopy through speed post with superscribed
"application for the post of District Coordinator-SHAS".On Dt11/04/2022 i had sent it through speed post at Rasulgarh S.O and it
was reached at your good office on 12/04/2022 at 01.25 PM which
is within the timeline.Hence, I request you to kindly verify my
documents once again and take action as per the criteria. Awaiting
for your good response.

After reverification it is found that
hardcopy of application received after due date i.e
11.04.2022. Furhter as per the instructions laid down
in the Corrigendum Notice dtd.22.03.2022 last date
of recived hard copy of application is 05.04.2022
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

22 NRHM_DCR_63 BHABANI SANKAR
028
TRIPATHY

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

I have submitted this application through speed Post along with
After re-verification it is found that hardcopy of
other two application(Under SHAS) with individual envelop for each application not receieved. Therefore, your application
on the same day superscribing the post applied for. Another
is hereby rejected.
application for the post of Accounts Executive has been received
and provisionally shortlisted. Hardcopy of this application along with
the relevant documents were also enclosed. It was also delivered
before date and time line as per Indian postal message received
Kindly consider it sympathetically Thank you

23 NRHM_DCR_63 DEEPAK KUMAR
816
MALIK

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the Dear sir .. I Requested sir..I am understood the resion of Rejection
ground of hardcopy of application not
..give a chance for documents of hard copy send the speed post
received/ not superscribed name of the post / through the postal line...thank you sir
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

After reverification it is found that
hardcopy of application received after due date i.e
23.06.2022. Further,as per instructions laid down in
the Notice dt. 18.06.2022 no fresh/ new document
shall be accepted after due date. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

24 NRHM_DCR_62 ADIT NANDAN
589
BEHERA

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the Can I submit my hardcopy document now?
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/ not superscribed name of the post /
late received/ application received through
ordinary post.

After re-verification it is found that hardcopy of
application not receieved.Further,as per instructions
laid down in the Notice dt. 18.06.2022 no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

Compliance to Objections for the post of Executive Empanelment, SHAS
Sl No Application ID
Name
1 NRHM_EXP_65545 ADARSH KUMAR
BISWAL

Status
REJECT

Remark
Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post.

Objection
I am having all the original documents with
me. And I have send all my documents
photocopy through Indian post withing the
stipulated time.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have not
superscribed name of the post applied for as per
instructions laid down in the advt.no 2/2022.
Therefore your application is hereby rejected

2 NRHM_EXP_63887 KRISHNA RANI BISWAL Provisiionally
Shortlisted

As per the instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificate and marksheet in support of
age, qualification . Eligibility documents
related to educational qualification like part
of B-Tech marksheet is not enclosed with
your application. Therefore , your application
is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir I have attached the required
final year marksheet in support of my marks
obtained during my BTech degree.This
counts the final CGPA of all the semesters in
the final grade sheet.The percentage
required for the applied post could be clearly
establised.The remark of rejection not
submitting marksheet is not
justifiable.Hence i request you to consider
my candidature for the applied post for
which i shall be obliged.

After reverification, you have submitted
marksheet of B-tech along with application.
Therefore your application is provisionally
shortlisted.

3 NRHM_EXP_66110 SUVENDRA KUMAR
ROUT

As per instruction laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
NOC from the employer who are already
working in Health Department / Govt. sector
either on regular or on contractual basis.
NOC has not been enclosed .Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

My department has been issued NO
Objection Certificate after the submission of
my document.Now i have NO objection
Certificate.

Afer reverification, it is found that you have not
submitted NOC as per instruction laid down in the
application. Therefore your application is hereby
rejected.

REJECT

Sl No Application ID
Name
Status
4 NRHM_EXP_62993 SUNIL KUMAR BEHERA REJECT

Remark
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification and experience etc. No
such certificate/ marksheet in support of +2
is not enclosed with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Objection
Compliance to Objections
I have completed ITI (Intermediate
vocational Course) in IT & ESM in the year
2007-09. Again, I pursued Graduation from
EIILM University Sikkim in the year 2009-12. I
have pursued graduation from a university
after due verification of certificates and
other testimonials. Further, I completed
MCA from Vidya Bharati Institue Of
Managenent & Technology Bangalore in the
year 2016-18. Again, it is to mention here
that I have been shortlisted by your
esteemed organization in the previous
recruitment

5 NRHM_EXP_62993 SUNIL KUMAR BEHERA REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification and experience etc. No
such certificate/ marksheet in support of +2
is not enclosed with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

The application rejected mentioning not
After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted the intermediate certificate and
submitted +2 certificate and marksheet. As per
mark sheet may kindly be revisited. I have
the instruction laid down in the advertisement
attached my bachelorâ€™s preparatory
no.02/2022. Therefore, your application is hereby
programmer for bachelorâ€™s degree
rejected.
certificate and mark sheet to establish my
eligibility for the advertised post. Hence, I
requested you to kindly consider my
application and allow me to participate in
the next level of the interview for which kind
I shall ever be grateful and obliged.

6 NRHM_EXP_62993 SUNIL KUMAR BEHERA REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheet in support of
age, qualification and experience etc. No
such certificate/ marksheet in support of +2
is not enclosed with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Below Mention the Previous Admit Card
Details. 1- Application IDNRHM_HRE_55751 POST FOR-HR EXECUTIVESHAS 2- Application ID- NRHM_DEF_55750
POST FOR-DYEXE OFFICER-FOSS 3Application ID- NRHM_PAE_55747 POST FORPRE AUTH AND CLAIMS EXECUTIVE

Sl No Application ID
Name
7 NRHM_EXP_65081 MITALI SARANGI

Status
Provisiionally
Shortlisted

Remark
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates, marksheets in support of age,
qualification, experience, ID proof,
photographs etc. Photographs not enclosed
with your application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Objection
Compliance to Objections
Dear Sir/Mam, I have summitted my
After reverification, it is found that photographs
Photographs enclosed in the envelope along is enclosed with your application. Therefore your
with all the relevant documents requested,
application is provisionally shortlisted.
kindly please cross-check all my documents.

8 NRHM_EXP_63689 KHITISH KUMAR DAS

Provisiionally
Shortlisted

As per instruction laid down in the
I have submitted the NOC from the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose employer.Please kindly re-verify my
NOC from the employer who are already
documents and consider me
working in Health Department / Govt. sector
either on regular or on contractual basis.
NOC has not been enclosed. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After reverification, it is found that NOC is not
required in your case. Therefore your application
is provisionally shortlisted.

9 NRHM_EXP_66228 PRIYANKA
PRIYADARSHINI
PATTANAIK

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection on the
ground of hardcopy of application not
received/not superscribed name of the post
/late received/application received through
ordinary post.

After reverification it is found that you have
submitted application through ordinary post. As
per instructions laid down in the advt.no 2/2022
under clouse no. vii , application should reach
through registered post/ speed post/ courier
only. Therefore your application is hereby
rejected

Sir, I have submitted the application along
with all requisite documents superscribing
the post details on envelope well before the
last date to receive the application. Kindly
accept my application.

Compliance to objections for the post of Executive Quality, SHAS
Sl No

Application ID
Name
1 NRHM_EXQ_64473 ARPITA APARAJEETA MISHRA

Status
REJECT

Remark
As per instrctions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheets in support of
age,qualification, experience etc.. No such
certificate in support of PGDCA is enclosed
with your application. Therefore your
application is liable for rejection.

Objection
Dear Sir, I am submitting self attested
PGDCA Certificate along with Marksheet to
your email id:
hr.recruitmentshas@gmail.com; which I had
forgotten to submit along with my
application. Kindly consider the same.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that
you have not submitted PGDCA
certificate. Further as per
instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022. No
fresh/new document shall be
accepted after due date. Therefore
your application is hereby rejected.

2 NRHM_EXQ_63642 SHIVANI

REJECT

As per instrctions laid down in the
I have been posted the documents on
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose 28.03.2022 from IMT Manesar, Gurugram
all certificates and marksheets in support of (Haryana).
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of BBA/MBA is
enclosed with your application. Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

3 NRHM_EXQ_63642 SHIVANI

REJECT

As per instrctions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheets in support of
age, qualification, experience etc. No such
certificate in support of BBA/MBA is
enclosed with your application. Therefore,
your application is liable for rejection.

I am Shivani. I have applied for the post of
Executive Quality-Applicable IDNRHM_EXQ_63642. I had also submitted
self attested all documents hardcopy by
posts as per requirements But I have come
to know from your mail that my application
is liable for rejection. I have a 3 year 2
month of experience in quality . Kindly give
the permission to submit the documents
again.

4 NRHM_EXQ_64242 TANMAYA PRUSTY

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instrctions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must have
qualification BBA/BHA. As per the submitted
document, your qualification is Post
Graduate diploma in Management, Which is
not matching with required qualification for
the post. Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.

After reverification your applicaition
Dear Sir/mam Kindly find below objection
from my end for your kind pursuance In this is Provisionally shortlisted.
post, the mentioned qualification is BBA
(bachelor degree).But My highest
qualification is PGDM (Post graduate )Which
equivalent to MBA and higher degree than
BBA in same education stream. Please check
and Kindly do the needful.

After reverification it is found that
you have not submitted BBA/MBA
certificate. Further as per
instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022. No
fresh/new document shall be
accepted after due date. Therefore
your application is hereby rejected.

Sl No

Application ID
Name
5 NRHM_EXQ_63111 DIGAMBAR MISHRA

Status
REJECT

Remark
As per instrctions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheets in support of
age,qualification, experience etc.. No such
certificate in support of 10th, +2 and PGDCA
is enclosed with your application. Therefore
your application is liable for rejection.

Objection
Respected Sir/Madam, I have applied for
the post of SHAS-Executive quality.I have
not shortlisted and reason mentioned that I
have not enclosed the certificates of 10th,
+2 , PGDCA. But I had enclosed the
certificate cum marksheets of 10th and +2
and also enclosed the certificate of PGDCA.I
have not enclosed the final certificates of
10th, +2 and +3.I promise that I will submit
the above three final certificates when
require.Lastly I request you to shortlist me
for which act of your kindness.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that
you have not submitted certificate of
10th , +2 and CGPA conversion
certificate for MBA. Therefore your
application is hereby rejected.

6 NRHM_EXQ_64473 ARPITA APARAJEETA MISHRA

REJECT

As per instrctions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate has to enclose
all certificates and marksheets in support of
age,qualification, experience etc.. No such
certificate in support of PGDCA is enclosed
with your application. Therefore your
application is liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, I am submitting self attested
PGDCA Certificate along with Marksheet to
your email id:
hr.recruitmentshas@gmail.com; which I had
forgotten to submit along with my
application. Kindly consider the same.

After reverification it is found that
you have not submitted PGDCA
certificate. Further as per
instructions laid down in the
advertisement no. 02/2022. No
fresh/new document shall be
accepted after due date. Therefore
your application is hereby rejected.

Compliance to objections for the post of IT Executive, SHAS
Sl No Application ID
1 NRHM_IES_61503

Name
LOKANATH
CHHATRIA

Status
REJECT

Remark
Hard copy of application not
received

Objection
Dear Sir, I had sending you the hard copy of my
application in the advertisement address, but the
speed post status is Item Returned. no such person
in the address. So, please verify the attachment one
number of postal speed post acknowledge and
suggest me as soon as possible.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that hard copy of
application not received as per instructions laid
down in the Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd.
19.10.2021 .Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

2 NRHM_IES_60628

ANIL KUMAR
PRADHAN

Provisionally
Shortlisted

Not Superscribed name of the post Dear Sir, I am Anil Kumar Pradhan and I have applied
(On-Line) for the Post of IT Executive-SHAS on Dated
applied for. Therefore, your
21.10.2021 and my Application No is
application is liable for rejection.
NRHM_IES_60628. Sir I have sent my Documents on
Dated 25.10.2021, I have super scribed the post
name on the envelope with both addresses. But I am
rejected in provisional list for the reason of Not
Super scribed name of the post applied. So please
consider me sir I want to Shortlisted my Name and a
better result give for me. Thanking You.

After reverification it is found that you have
superscribed name of the post applied for .
Therefore your application is provisionally
shortlisted.

3 NRHM_IES_60175

SIBA PRASAD SETHY REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

Sorry Sir, how can i submitted hard copy? 1.Upload
option is not available at the time of applying. 2. No
mail/ sms for document verification. So, how can i
submitted my document . I have't no mail and sms
of your side for document verifications.

After reverification it is found that hard copy of
application not received as per instructions laid
down in the Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd.
19.10.2021 .Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

4 NRHM_IES_60175

SIBA PRASAD SETHY REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

Sorry Sir, how can i submitted hard copy? 1.Upload
option is not available at the time of applying. 2. No
mail/ sms for document verification. So, how can i
submitted my document .

5 NRHM_IES_60787

JASHOBANTA
KUMAR OJHA

Provisionally As per instructions laid down in the
Shortlisted advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

As I have already submitted the post qualification
experience certificate of 2 years alongwith my
application and the same may kindly be reverified.
Hence my case may be for kind consideration.

6 NRHM_IES_60787

JASHOBANTA
KUMAR OJHA

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

As I have already submitted the post qualification
experience certificate of 2 years alongwith my
application and the same may kindly be reverified.
Hence my case may be for kind consideration.

After reverfication it is found that you have
submitted the required experience certificate as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021. under uner Clause
(iv). Therefore, your application is provisionally
shortlisted

Sl No Application ID
7 NRHM_IES_61569

Name
BISWAJIT KUMAR
LENKA

Status
REJECT

Remark
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Objection
Respected Sir, i fully understand then reason for
rejection. But as the post is for IT Executive and i am
working in an IT company with my IT background, i
could not understand how my post qualification
experience could be irrelevant.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that submitted
experience certificate is not a valid as there is
no ending period and issuing date in the said
certificate as per the information & instruction
laid down under the Advertisement No.08/2021
dt.19.10.2021 the candidate must have 1-3
years of full-time post qualification experience.
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

8 NRHM_IES_60748

NIRANJAN PARIDA REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Dear Sir I am Niranjan Parida apply for IT EXECUTICE
Application Number-NRHM_IES_60748 and
Password-U9IX7 and provisionally Reject for Reason
of Rejection (As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must have 1-3 Years
of full time post qualification experience in relevant
field). But I give all document as par-instrcrion.kindly
consider my application.

After reverification it is found that you have
completed MCA in the year 2020 which is not
meet post qualification criteria as per
intructions laid down in the Advertisement No.
08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause (ix).
Therefore your application is hereby rejected.

9 NRHM_IES_61386

SWAGATIKA
BISWAL

REJECT

Not Superscribed name of the post No sir.I have already superscribed the name of the
post applied.Please consider my application.
applied for. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After reverification it is found that application is
superscribed name of the post applied for but
you have not submitted the CGPA Conversion
Certificate as per instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021
under Clause (viii) Therefore, the application is
hereby rejected.

10 NRHM_IES_61054

RANJAN KUMAR
SETHY

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate
must have 1-3 Years full time post
qualification experience. No such
experience certificate is enclosed
with your application. Therefore,
your application is liable for
rejection.

Respected Sir/Mam, I have enclosed all the
document copy that is mentioned in the application.
I attached my joining letter of company BRG IRON
AND STEEL PVT LTD i am currently working at as my
experienced certificate. So please recheck my
application and consider my application form for the
post of IT EXECUTIVE. thanks and regards, Ranjan
Kumar Sethy

After re-verification it is found that you have
not submitted the experience certificate
required as per the instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021
under Clause (vii). Joining/offer letter cannot be
considered as experience certificate. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected.

11 NRHM_IES_60805

BAISHAKHI
MOHANTY

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

Due to medical issue ,am unable to submit those
hard copy.

After reverification it is found that hard copy of
application not received as per instructions laid
down in the advertisement no.08/2021 dtd.
19.10.2021 .Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

Sl No Application ID
12 NRHM_IES_61085

Name
KUNDATIRI
JAYAKRISHNA

Status
REJECT

Remark
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed with your
application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Objection
Dear sir , Sir In that online application , it was
mentioned that on 4 point degree marksheet and
certificates ,but it wasn't mentioned any CGPA
conversion certificate ... Please allow me to submit
conversation certificate at any stage of this
recruitment drive ... It is my humble request

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted the CGPA Conversion certificate as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause VIII.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the in
the said advertisement. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

13 NRHM_IES_61240

AYUSHI DASH

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed along with
your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

I CAN SPEED POST THE CGPA CONVERSION
CERTIFICATE IF ALLOWED NOW. Orhence I will
provide the CGPA Conversion certificate when ever
asked for if shortlisted.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted the CGPA Conversion certificate as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause VIII.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the in
the said advertisement. no fresh/ new
document shall be accepted after due date.
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

14 NRHM_IES_61276

SANTOSH KUMAR
BISWAL

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Sir/Madam I have already attached the required
experience certificate to the best of my knowledge,
kindly check once more please. I have applied for
both the posts(District coordinator & IT executive)
Enclosed all the relevant documents as well as
experience certificate. In District coordinator I have
been provisionally shortlisted. Thanks a lot but
unfortunately for IT Executive my application is
liable for rejection. kindly check it again sir. Thank
you

After reverification it is found that you have
submitted post qualification experience as per
intructions laid down in the Advertisement No.
08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 . Therefore your
application is provisionally shortlisted.

15 NRHM_IES_61123

SANJAYA KUMAR
PRUSTY

Provisionally
Shortlisted

Not Superscribed name of the post I have applied for both the posts i.e. IT Executive &
applied for. Therefore, your
District Coordinator online and submitted the hard
application is liable for rejection.
copy vide Indian Post Article no. EO536628153IN &
EO536628290IN and the delivery is successful on 28
Oct 2021 at 1452 Hrs. With best of my conscious
mind, I have Superscribed the name of the post
applied for on the Envelope by pasting a computer
printed paper with address. Kindly recheck my both
Envelope and do needful.

After reverification it is found that you have
superscribed name of the post applied for as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 . Therefore your
application is provisionally shortlisted.

16 NRHM_IES_61482

SIVANANDA
PRASAD SAHOO

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed along with
your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After reverfication it is found that you have
submitted the CGPA Conversion Certificate as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021. Therefore, your
application is provisionally shortlisted

As per conversation I have already submitted hard
copy of a CGPA conversion certificate at the the time
of courier. So kindly request you properly check it
again .Thank you. I am waiting for your positive
quick response.

Sl No Application ID
17 NRHM_IES_61488

Name
Status
BINAMRATA BARIK REJECT

Remark
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Objection
I have submitted all my experience certificate clearly
mentioning my experience at Prime focus
technology pvt ltd, Mumbai as senior media
associate from 13/10/2014 to 25/01/2017 and I am
currently working as swasthya Mitra sonce 5months
because of my experience more than 2 years.I
qualify all the eligibility criteria for the post, kindly
check

Compliance to Objections
After re-verification it is found that you have
submiitted post qualification experience
ceritificate as per the information & instruction
laid down in the Advertisement No.08/2021
dt.19.10.2021. However, you have not
submitted CGPA Conversion Certificate in as
per intructions laid down in the aformentioned
Advertisement No.under Clause (viii). Therefore
your application is hereby rejected.

Sl No Application ID
18 NRHM_IES_61387

Name
UMA SANKAR
MISHRA

Status
Provisionally
Shortlisted

Remark
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate
must have qualification
Btech(IT/ComputerScience)/BCA.
Eligibility documents submitted
with the application do not match
with required qualification for the
post. Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.

Objection
Respected Sir, I have completed M.C.A and MSc
Computer Science and these qualification are higher
than the B.Tech and BCA. I therefore request you sir
please consider my case sympathetically and
favorably and allow my qualification and application
for the applied post of IT Executive-SHAS for which I
shall remain grateful to you for ever and obliged.
Your's faithfully Uma Sankar Mishra

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have
submitted the required documents related to
eligible qualification as per instructions laid
down in the Advertisement No. 08/2021 dtd.
19.10.2021. Therefore your application is
provisionally shortlisted.

19 NRHM_IES_60457

AMULYARATNA
SWAIN

REJECT

Not Superscribed name of the post Dear Sir, I am also mention the post i.e IT Executive- After reverification it is found that you have not
superscribed with the name of the post applied
SHAS Please see it and keep necessary action.
applied for. Therefore, your
for as per instructions laid down in the
Regards Amulyaratna Swain Mob-8249524056
application is liable for rejection.
Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd.19.10.2021
under Clause (vii) . Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.

20 NRHM_IES_61480

PRITI SMITA PODH REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

21 NRHM_IES_61480

PRITI SMITA PODH REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

22 NRHM_IES_60838

CHANDRAKANTA
MEHER

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

23 NRHM_IES_60428

PRADEEP KUMAR
SAHOO

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

Sir/Madam, i had properly sent the hard copy of
After reverification it is found that you have
application form to the office address which was
applied though online for two postions i.e
given in the advertisement and i have the postal
District Coordinator and IT Executive. However,
receipt also. So if required i will send the application one hard copy of application received which is
form again to the office. So Please consider my
not superscribed with the name of the post
problem.
applied for as per instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd.19.10.2021
under Clause (vii). Further,as per instructions
laid down in the said advertisment no fresh/
new document shall be accepted after due
date. Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.
Sir/Madam, i had properly sent the hard copy of
application form to the office address which was
given in the advertisement and i have the postal
receipt also. So if required i will send the application
form again to the office. So Please consider my
problem.
Return Back
After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted your application on or before due
date 08.11.2021 as per instructions laid down in
the Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021.
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

I need a chance to submit all documents at same
time.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted your application on or before due
date 08.11.2021 as per instructions laid down in
the Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021.
Further,as per instructions laid down in the said
advertisment no fresh/ new document shall be
accepted after due date. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

Sl No Application ID
24 NRHM_IES_60227

Name
SAKTISWORUPA
DASH

Status
REJECT

Remark
Not Superscribed name of the post
applied for. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

25 NRHM_IES_61402

MOHAN MALI

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

26 NRHM_IES_61402

MOHAN MALI

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

27 NRHM_IES_60739

SURAJIT
MOHAPATRA

REJECT

28 NRHM_IES_61093

TANJIMA BEGUM

REJECT

29 NRHM_IES_60411

PRASANJIT SAHOO REJECT

Objection
Respected Ma'am/Sir,As i applied for the post IT
Executive-SHAS that time i follow NRHM official
"How to Apply" PDF.In That PDF it was not
mentioned to add superscribe name of the post
applied for in application form.In the printout of
Application form name of the post is mentioned in
personal details 1st row.I request you to kindly
reconsider my application form.Therefore i grateful
to you.
Mujhe pata nhi tha sir hard copy send karni he bolke
I am extremely sorry sir is problem ka kya solutions
he please tell me.

Mujhe pata nhi tha sir hard copy send karni he bolke
I am extremely sorry sir is problem ka kya solutions
he please tell me.
As per instructions laid down in the Dear Sir,As per your guideline in advertising what it
mentioned above,my qualification is BSC(IT), which
advertisement , the candidate
is equivalent to BCA,and one can opted MCA after
must have qualification
BSC(IT),So a ind request to accept my eligibility for
Btech(IT/ComputerScience)/BCA.
this post,I will be highly obliged,and if you can allow
Eligibility documents submitted
with the application do not match me to send you the mark-sheets of BSC(IT),I will be
with required qualification for the grateful to you .
post. Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have not
superscribed with the name of the post applied
for as per instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd.19.10.2021
under Clause (vii). Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted your application on or before due
date 08.11.2021 as per instructions laid down in
the Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021.
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted educational marksheet of BSC(IT), as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause IV
Therefore your application is hereby rejected .

As per instructions laid down in the I have submitted my adhaar copy along with the
advertisement , the candidate has other documents.
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience and any
ID Proof. You have not submitted
the ID proof . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted any ID proof as per instructions laid
down in the advertisement no. 08/2021 dtd.
19.10.2021.Therefore your application is hereby
rejected .

Hard copy of application not
received

After reverification it is found that hard copy of
application not received as per instructions laid
down in the advertisement .Further,as per
instructions laid down in the Adv no.08/2021
dtd. 19.10.2021 no fresh/ new document shall
be accepted after due date. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

At the time of registration I sent the documents via
Speed Post but as I seen in your database my
hardcopy of application is not received.I don't know
the exact reasons why it's not received.Within two
working days I am going to sent the hardcopy of my
application via Speed Post.

Sl No Application ID
30 NRHM_IES_61624

Name
BIKRAM KUMAR
PRASAD

Status
Provisionally
Shortlisted

Remark
Objection
As per instructions laid down in the Dear Sir, I have completed MSW(Post Graduation) in
advertisement, the candidate must 2016. After that I showing 4-5 years full time post
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in organization Smart IT Pvt.
qualification experience in relevant
Ltd., Fino Payments Bank & Sahaj Pvt. Ltd.
field. The document related to post respectively. So please consider me to alow in next
qualification experience in the
process. Thank You.
relevant field is not enclosed with
application. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have
submitted the experience certificate as per
instructions laid down in the Advertisement No.
08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021. Therefore your
application is provisionally shortlisted.

31 NRHM_IES_60814

RASHMI RANJAN
SWAIN

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the I HAVE CGPA CONVERSION CERTIFICATE BUT NOT
advertisement , the candidate has ATTACH WITH APPLICATION FORM.SO ATTACH
CERTIFICATE BY MAIL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed along with
your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After re-verification it is found that total marks
are calculated from B.SC(IT Management)
marksheet. However, exprience certificate is
not enclsoed with application as per the
information & instruction laid down under the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dt.19.10.2021 under
clause (vii).Therefore, your application is hereby
rejected.

32 NRHM_IES_60773

PRANAB KUMAR
BARA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed along with
your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

33 NRHM_IES_60452

PRAVASH
CHANDRA DAS

Provisionally
Shortlisted

Self attested conversion certificate had already been
enclosed along with the hard copy of the application
form during submission of the same by post i.e.
Equivalent percentage of mark=(CGPA0.5)X10=(8.11-0.5)X10=76.10 %

After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted the CGPA Conversion certificate as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause (viii).
Further, B.Tech(Electrical Engineering) can not
considered as a eligibility qualification as per
afaorementioned Advertisement No for the
post of IT, Executive. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

NIL

Nil

Sl No Application ID
34 NRHM_IES_61010

Name
SIDHHARTH
SANDIPANI
PATTNAIK

Status
REJECT

Remark
Hard copy of application not
received

Objection
I already submitted the hardcopy of my applications
with proper address mentioned in the
advertisement page.And the postal tracking system
shown that it was delivered the SHAS address.It was
not the postal delay clearly shown that postal
tracking system.I also mailed the said person with
images attached with it.So kindly reverify the
process of provisional list published in the NRHM
website for IT EXECUTIVE SHAS position. For your
further step regarding this i also highly grateful.

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have
applied though online for two postions i.e
District Coordinator and IT Executive. Further
hard copy of application not received for the
post of IT Executive as per instructions laid
down in the advertisement no.08/2021 dtd.
19.10.2021 .Therefore, your application for the
post of IT Executive is hereby rejected.

35 NRHM_IES_60879

SOMYA SUCHARITA REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the I am experienced as per advertisement. Also
attached hard copy of experience details in my
advertisement , the candidate
must have 1-3 Years full time post enclosed application. Please take a look on this.
qualification experience. No such
experience certificate is enclosed
with your application. Therefore,
your application is liable for
rejection.

After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted the experience certificate as per the
instructions laid down in the advertisement
08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause (iv).
Further, submitted offer of appointment cannot
be considered as experience certificate
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

36 NRHM_IES_61631

DEBASIS GOUDA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the Generally, our University is not giving the CGPA
advertisement , the candidate has conversion certificate. So in our final certificate is
mentioned Grade which is our conversion of CGPA.
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed along with
your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After re-verification it is found that you have
not submitted the experience certificate and
CGPA conversion certificate as per instructions
laid down in the Advertisement No. 08/2021
dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause (iv & viii).
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

37 NRHM_IES_61663

ABHIJIT MISHRA

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

After reverification it is found hard copy of
application is received but you have not
superscribed with the name of the post applied
for as per instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd.19.10.2021
under Clause (vii) . Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.

38 NRHM_IES_61036

BIJAYANANDA NAIK REJECT

I have submitted all concerned documents along
with online application form via speed post
(EO649181392IN) on 02/11/2021 and it has reached
the concerned destination before last date. Very
unfortunate for me that I have not shortlisted.

Not Superscribed name of the post APPLY FOR THE POST OF IT EXECUTIVE - SHAS
applied for. Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

After reverification it is found that you have not
superscribed with the name of the post applied
for as per instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No.08/2021 dtd.19.10.2021
under Clause (vii) . Therefore, your application
is hereby rejected.

Sl No Application ID
39 NRHM_IES_61607

Name
PRANAYA KUMAR
KARAN

Status
REJECT

Remark
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience. No such
certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed along with
your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Objection
I have attached all the certificates that has been
instructed to attach with. CGPA to Percentage
conversion has written at back side of every mark
sheet. No such individual CGPA conversion
certificate has been provided by our college. So
kindly consider and reverify my application

Compliance to Objections
After reverification it is found that you have not
submitted the CGPA Conversion certificate as
per instructions laid down in the Advertisement
No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021 under Clause( viii).
Further, B.Tech(Mechanical Engineering) can
not considered as a eligibility qualification as
per aforementioned Advertisement. Therefore,
your application is hereby rejected.

40 NRHM_IES_60703

SATYAJEET PATI

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

Dear Sir,Due to some healthÂ issues,I have not sent
my documents hardcopy.ShallÂ I sent before
28.12.20121?can it be receivable by you?Please
confirm me sir.

After reverification it is found that hard copy of
application not received as per instructions laid
down in the advertisement .Further,as per
instructions laid down in the Adv no.08/2021
dtd. 19.10.2021 no fresh/ new document shall
be accepted after due date. Therefore, your
application is hereby rejected.

41 NRHM_IES_61020

MANAS RANJAN
ROUT

Provisionally
Shortlisted

42 NRHM_IES_61392

JAGADISH PANDA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has
to enclose all certificates and
marksheet in support of age,
qualification& experience . No such
documents is enclosed with the
application that match with the
eligibility criteria laid down for
experience . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

All the records and received at your end through
RMS speed post via E0628696931IN IVR
6979628696931 ON 29/10/2021 SAMEDAY both
documents for it executive and district coordinator
post has been submitted

After re-verification it is found that you have
not submitted the experience certificate
required as per the instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021
under Clause (vii).Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

43 NRHM_IES_61216

ABHIMANYU
SAHOO

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

Due to my father have suffering braintumor I don't
submit hard copy at that time Kindly accept my
application

After reverification it is found that hard copy of
application not received as per instructions laid
down in the advertisement no.08/2021 dtd.
19.10.2021 .Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

44 NRHM_IES_61216

ABHIMANYU
SAHOO

REJECT

Hard copy of application not
received

45 NRHM_IES_61196

BISHNU PRASAD
SWAIN

REJECT

Respected Sir/Madam, I am Short Listed (Sl No. 52 ) You are already provisonally shortlisted
in previous list which advertise no is : 08/2021 dt.
19.10.2021 but in this current data base my name is
not available. Therefore You may please have a look
in this current data base.

Due to my father have suffering braintumor I don't
submit hard copy at that time Kindly accept my
application
Wrong post name superscribed.
KINDLY CHECK AGAIN AS I MENTIONED THE POST
After revrificatin it is found that you have
Therefore, your application is liable NAME CORRECTLY.OTHERWISE SEND ME THE COPY correctly suprscribed
for rejection.
OF THAT SO I CAN SEE IT FOR DATA TRANSPARENCY. name of the post applied for. However, you
have not submitted the experience certificate
required as per the instructions laid down in the
Advertisement No. 08/2021 dtd. 19.10.2021
under Clause (vii).Therefore, your application is
hereby rejected.

SL
No
1

2

Application ID

Name

Status

Compliance to Objections for the post of MIS Consultant, SHAS
Remark
Objection

NRHM_COM_64379 AMBIKA PRASAD NAYAK

NRHM_COM_64379 AMBIKA PRASAD NAYAK

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the relevant
field is not enclosed with application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.
Provisionally
Shortlisted

3

NRHM_COM_66580 JYOTI PRAKASH NANDA Provisionally
Shortlisted

4

NRHM_COM_64041 SANJAY KUMAR PAIL

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the relevant
field is not enclosed with application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Sir, with due respect I beg to state that the NO
OBJECTION certificate that is submitted by
me is to be treated as my experience
certificate as it shows the date of joining in my
current posting and the period I have worked
here (Sarva Siksha Abhiyan, Jajpur) Thanking
You Ambika Prasad Nayak
After reverification , it is found that your
experience as programme assistant under
Sir, with due respect I beg to state that the NO SSA is considered as relevant experience.
Hence your application is hereby provisionally
OBJECTION certificate that is submitted by
shortlisted.
me is to be treated as my experience
certificate as it shows the date of joining in my
current posting and the period I have worked
here (Sarva Siksha Abhiyan, Jajpur) Thanking
You Ambika Prasad Nayak

EXPERIENCE HAVING 10YEARS AND 03
MONTHS BUT IT MENTIONED 04 YEARS ,
SO KINDLY CORRECT IT.

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must
have qualification MCA. As per the
submitted document, your qualification
is DOEACC B-Level, which is not
matching with required qualification for
the post. Therefore, your application is
liable for rejection.

Compliance to Objections

After reverification, it is found that you are
haiving 4 years of post qualification
experience in relevant field. Your application
is already provisionally shortlisted

DOEACC 'B'Level(MCA equivalent) conducted After reverification , it is found that DOACC 'B'
by National Institute of Electronics &
Level is equavalent to MCA. Hence your
Information Technology(NIELIT), New Delhi. application is hereby provisionally shortlisted.
As per the notification(54) dt.26.09.2000,
Ministry of Human Resource Development,
Govt. of India recognise DOEACC 'B' Level
course for the purpose of employment under
the Central Government where MCA is the
desired qualification. The copy of this
notification has also attached with the hard
copy of the application as well as also
mentioned on the DOEACC'B'Level certificate

5

NRHM_COM_65239 MANORANJAN SAHOO

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the relevant
field is not enclosed with application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Respected Sir, I have submitted all the
necessary documents enclosed with the
application and the hard copy has been sent
to your official address by speed post. Please
verify once again and if u do not found then I
am ready to submit it at the time of the
interview. But You are requested initially just
shortlist my application. I have 11+ years of
experience in MIS Reporting. for further
clarification you may please call me my Mob.
9777771982

After re-verification it is found that, supporting
documents in respect of post qualification
experience in relevant field has not submitted
as per the instruction laid down in the
advertisement. Further offer letter/ appointment
letter can't be considered as experience
certificate.However you are submitted post
qualification experience certificate as a IT
faculty(Computer Programming) can be
considered as relevant experience for the post
of MIS consultant.Therefore your application is
provisionally shortlisted.

6

NRHM_COM_65602 PRIYARANJAN SAHOO

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose a certificate for conversion as
applicable to percentage of mark in
case the mark obtained are in the form
of CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc.
No such certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed with your
application . Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

Sir,Wrongly i have missed out that document
but i have that one with me.If you give me a
chance to send it to you i will be thankful to
you.Dont reject me by not giving a chance
once.I have interested to work in Health
department.so atleast give one chance.

After re-verification it is found that,there no
such CGPA conversion certificate is enclosed
with your application.As per the instruction laid
down in advertisement no. 02/2022 dated
22.03.2022, the conversion certificate should
be submitted at the time of submission of
application failing which your application is
liable for rejection. Hence your application is
hereby rejected.

7

NRHM_COM_67079 MOHAMMAD NAZISH

Provisionally
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose all certificates and marksheet
in support of age, qualification& should
have 1-3 years of post qualification
expereience . Eligibility documents
related to educational qualification is
not enclosed with your application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

I have submitted all my certificates and marks After reverification , the educational documents
sheets from 10th to post graduation Level. As are found to be correct. Hence your application
I have passed Bachelor in Information
is hereby provisionally shortlisted.
Technology & Management my entry into
MCA starts from 3rd semester and I have
submitted my semester marksheets from 3rd
semester to 6th semester and provisional
certificate of MCA. Hence my candidature may
please be accepted.

8

NRHM_COM_62824 RAJAT MEHER

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection
on the ground of hardcopy of
application not received/not
superscribed name of the post /late
received/application received through
ordinary post

Why my application form rejected. I am
applying clearly also correct and not saying
the docoment uploaded in NRHM website.
After reverification it is found that the hardcopy
of your application has not received to this
office. Hence your application is hereby
rejected.

9

NRHM_COM_62824 RAJAT MEHER

REJECT

Your application is liable for rejection
on the ground of hardcopy of
application not received/not
superscribed name of the post /late
received/application received through
ordinary post

Why my application form rejected. I am
applying clearly also correct.

10

NRHM_COM_64833 PEEYUSH PATTNAIK

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose passport size coloured
photograph. No such photo is enclosed
with your application . Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, I beg and request you to please
After reverification, it is found photograph is
check the envelope once again as I have
not enclosed with your application. Hence your
given the photograph along with other
application is hereby rejected.
documents. I have provided all the relevant
documents along with the application form in
the envelope. Therefore I humbly request you
to do the needful so that at least I can appear
for the interview.

11

12

NRHM_COM_63601 AKRAM KHAN

NRHM_COM_63601 AKRAM KHAN

REJECT

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must
have qualification MCA. As per the
submitted document, your qualification
is MPCA, which is not matching with
required qualification for the post.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

Respected Sir With reference rejection cause
as mentioned in the webportal it is to clarified
here that, the document in support of the MCA
attached for the post is as per the documents
issued by the University. Further the MCA
acronym summarily stands as Master in
Computer Application, Master of Computer

As per the eligibility criteria laid down under
advertisement No. 02/2022 dated 22.03.2022
required educational qualification is MCA. But
As per instructions laid down in the
Application and Master Programming
your Qualification is MPCA. Therfore your
advertisement , the candidate must
Computer Application and it is different from
application is hereby rejected.
have qualification MCA. As per the
University to University. However, the syllabus
submitted document, your qualification in all of the above certificates is same. Hence
is MPCA, which is not matching with
it is requested you to kindly go through the
required qualification for the post.
attached certificate and allowed me to go to
Therefore, your application is liable for the next round of the list for which kind I shall
rejection.
be obliged.

13

NRHM_COM_66686 SMRUTIKANTHA
SARANGI

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the relevant
field is not enclosed with application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.

14

NRHM_COM_65446 SOUMYA RANJAN
MISHRA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
At the time of interview I will submit the
advertisement , the candidate has to
percentage conversion certificate.
enclose a certificate for conversion as
applicable to percentage of mark in
case the mark obtained are in the form
of CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc.
No such certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed with your
application . Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

After reverification, it is found that there is no
CGPA conversion certificate found. As per the
instruction laid down in advertisement no.
02/2022 dated 22.03.2022, the conversion
certificate should be submitted at the time of
submission of application failing which your
application is liable for rejection. Hence your
application is hereby rejected.

15

NRHM_COM_63147 MADHUSMITA PANI

REJECT

I have completed Post graduation (MCA) full
time and I have submitted the certificate as
well.Then why my application get rejected.

After reverification, it is found that you have
submitted an exceperince certificate as a
teacher which can not be considered as
relevant experience for MIS consultant. Hence
your application is hereby rejected.

16

NRHM_COM_66429 GYANA PRAKASH DASH REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement, the candidate must
have 1-3 Years of full time post
qualification experience in relevant
field. The document related to post
qualification experience in the relevant
field is not enclosed with application.
Therefore, your application is liable for
rejection.
As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose NOC from current employer.No
such certificate is enclosed with your
application . Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

After reverification, it is found that, there is no
specific post name mentioned in the NOC
certificate. As per instruction laid down in the
advertisement NOC must be specific for the
post. Hence your application is hereby
rejected.

17

NRHM_COM_63667 KHITISH KUMAR DAS

Sir/Madam, I have submitted the NOC which
is valid for all posts related to ODISHA Govt
Job from the current employer and also
submitted the xerox copy of applied post
specific NOC and also written an undertaking .
Please check again. Regards, Gyana Prakash
Dash
I have submitted the conversion certificate and
please re-verify and Check

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate has to
enclose a certificate for conversion as
applicable to percentage of mark in
case the mark obtained are in the form
of CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc.
No such certificate in support of CGPA
Conversion is enclosed with your
application . Therefore, your application
is liable for rejection.

I worked in Computer LAB PVT
LTD,Bhubaneswar as Asst Manager Technical
from 1-11-2014 to 2-5-2018(role as MIS wok
Database Maintenance, Query writing, Report
Making, Programming,Technical
Support.Currently I am working as DEO
involving with MIS work in DRDA,Cuttack from
16-12-2019 to till date.I have send all
documents to the said address on time.Which
is completeing the require 1-3 year
Experience

After re-verification, it is found that there is only
one experience certifiacte attached i.e
Executive at Vaishnovi Enterprizes and other
related attachments are offer
lettes/appointment letters, which can't be
considered as Experience Certificates. Again
Exeperience in Vaishnovi Enterprizes as an
executive can't be considered as relevant
experience. Hence your application is hereby
rejected

After reverification, it is found that there is no
CGPA conversion certificate found. As per the
instruction laid down in advertisement no.
02/2022 dated 22.03.2022, the conversion
certificate should be submitted at the time of
submission of application failing which your
application is liable for rejection. Hence your
application is hereby rejected.

18

NRHM_COM_62947 SUNIL KUMAR BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must
have qualification Bachelor Degree in
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. As per
the submitted document, your
qualification is MPCA., which is not
matching with required qualification for
the post further, +2 certificate &
marksheet are not enclosed along with
the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir With reference rejection it is to
clarified here that, the document in support of
the MCA attached for the post is as per the
documents issued by the University. Further
the MCA acronym summarily stands as
Master in Computer Application, Master of
Computer Application and Master
Programming Computer Application and it is
different from University to University.
However, the syllabus in all of the above
certificates is same.

19

NRHM_COM_62947 SUNIL KUMAR BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must
have qualification Bachelor Degree in
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. As per
the submitted document, your
qualification is MPCA., which is not
matching with required qualification for
the post further, +2 certificate &
marksheet are not enclosed along with
the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

I have completed ITI (Intermediate vocational
Course) in IT & ESM in the year 2007-09.
Again, I pursued Graduation from EIILM
University Sikkim in the year 2009-12. I have
pursued graduation from a university after due
verification of certificates and other
testimonials. Further, I completed MCA from
Vidya Bharati Institue Of Managenent &
Technology Bangalore in the year 2016-18.
Again, it is to mention here that I have been
shortlisted by your esteemed organization in
the previous recruitment

20

NRHM_COM_62947 SUNIL KUMAR BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must
have qualification Bachelor Degree in
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. As per
the submitted document, your
qualification is MPCA., which is not
matching with required qualification for
the post further, +2 certificate &
marksheet are not enclosed along with
the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

The application rejected mentioning not
submitted the intermediate certificate and
mark sheet may kindly be revisited. I have
attached my bachelorâ€™s preparatory
programmer for bachelorâ€™s degree
certificate and mark sheet to establish my
eligibility for the advertised post. Hence, I
requested you to kindly consider my
application and allow me to participate in the
next level of the interview for which kind I shall
ever be grateful and obliged.

21

NRHM_COM_62947 SUNIL KUMAR BEHERA

REJECT

As per instructions laid down in the
advertisement , the candidate must
have qualification Bachelor Degree in
Informatiion Technology/Computer
Science/Computer Application. As per
the submitted document, your
qualification is MPCA., which is not
matching with required qualification for
the post further, +2 certificate &
marksheet are not enclosed along with
the application.Therefore, your
application is liable for rejection.

Below Mention the Previous Admit Card
Details. 1- Application IDNRHM_HRE_55751 POST FOR-HR
EXECUTIVE-SHAS 2- Application IDNRHM_DEF_55750 POST FOR-DYEXE
OFFICER-FOSS 3- Application IDNRHM_PAE_55747 POST FOR-PRE AUTH
AND CLAIMS EXECUTIVE

As per the eligibility criteria laid down under
advertisement No. 02/2022 dated 22.03.2022
required educational qualification is MCA and
your Qualification is MPCA. Further after
reverification it s found that you have not
submitted +2/ ITI certificate & marksheet.
Therfore your application is hereby rejected.

